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G3DPS
POT-POURRI.
The Concise Oxford Dictionary tells us that Pot-Pourri means "Mixture of dried petals and spices kept in a jar
for its perfume" (This editorial is certainly not that!) also, "Musical or literary medley" (I hope it may be the
latter!). It also goes on to say that it is literal French for "Rotten Pot" (I hope it isn't that!). Several things to
discuss, hence the title.
First, CW, Phone and the Band Plan. All members will have heard of the Band Plan, a so-called 'Gentlemen's
Agreement' that CW stations are generally to be found at the lower end or each Band (although they do have
access to all the Band) and Phone stations are usually found above a given dividing frequency. Some countries
already have a Band Plan written in to their licences - in the UK this is not so. Following the issue of the callsign list a letter was received from a non-member noting that several call-signs contained therein regularly
appeared on Phone in the "CW Section" and that about 50 UK call-signs had been logged below 3600 KHz.
G3CXE has a letter in this issue on a similar subject. However, it is a 'Gentlemens Agreement' and certainly not
Law, similar to walking on the outside of a lady in the street, raising one's hat and offering your seat in a
crowded 'bus. Perhaps the strangest aspect of the recent 'interloper' reports is that a large number of Old Timers
are among the call-signs listed - G4 + 2, G8 + 2 and G2 + 3. I recently called CQ on 3580 KHz on top of an AM
station that I had not heard. I was told by the remainder of the Net in no uncertain terms that I was 599 and
"there was plenty of room for me lower down" - How much lower down?, are we to squeeze all CW stations
between 3500 and 3505 KHz??? What is YOUR opinion?. Would you like to see a strict division between the
CW and the phone bands? Or would you like to see all the bands open to all? How about writing the band plan
into the licence? Why not drop a post card or letter to HQ on the subject.
An extensive tidy-up of HQ Records is under way and it is hoped to produce a list showing the membership
position of all members (Life, Honorary, Bankers Order, Annual Paid, Annual Owing, etc.). It is hoped that this
will appear with this edition. At the beginning of the check it appeared that there was about £130 owing to the
Society from members in overdue fees. This money could be well used by the Society for the benefit of
members. However, the Society cannot carry 'dead wood' and pruning will take place as from the AGM. It
should be noted that some members have not yet paid their 1972 subs and have been granted an extended
"period yet of grace" until now (The rule states not more than 6 months overdue!). If you are not sure about your
subs and decide to pay again, this will be credited to a following year if necessary.
This issue contains the start of a new series of basic electronics for the beginner. It is hoped that the more
skilled among us will bear with us on behalf of the newcomer to the hobby. For the VHF man, G5VO offers an
alternative to the Sporadic-E theory. Again, your comments will be welcome.
Every effort is being made to get this edition out to you before the AGM and it is hoped that we may have the
pleasure of seeing you and yours here at Blandford. But please don't feel you are only welcome at AGM time, if
you are passing through drop in.
With a large number of Life Members our annual income is not large and we rely upon a good turnover of
stock to provide a source of income. Recently, Dymo badges have been added to the range and it is hoped to
arrange Windscreen stickers in the near future. If you have any suggestions, drop a line to the Gen. Sec., but
remember, items must be capable of regular turnover - we cannot carry lots of 'dead' stock.
The Society now holds the call-sign G4CCF and the licensee is Ian Jolly, our ACF/CCF Rep. Ian is busy in
London at the moment but it is hoped to get operational before too long. Also attempts are being made to
arrange that HQ operates on the National Net as 73B.
A letter from a member about RTTY prompts the question "How many members are interested in this
method of communication"?. Perhaps enough to have a RTTY Section? Let HQ know if this is your "thing" - we
are interested in catering for as many member-interests as possible. CU at the AGM?
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SPORADIC-E - PHOOEY!
G5VO
So much time is devoted to the method of propagation at VHF called Sporadic-E that I feel I must try
and stop it. I fully admit that what I am about to put before you is a theory, but at least one that will
answer more questions than will 'Sporadic-E'.
First, let us look at the antenna system, because it is from here - or to here - that the bother starts.
For simplicity let us take the normal Yagi, be it three, four or many elements. Now, according to
quite a number of eminent journals the vertical angle of radiation of a four element Yagi at half a
wavelength above ground is approximately 25°. A four element Yagi in free space would put out a
wave horizontal to the ground - if there was any!. So with little or no knowledge of maths it is quite
easy to see that "The higher the fewer". This means that the vertical angle of radiation decreases with
height. Now, who amongst us would use a 2 Metre Yagi at half a wavelength above ground?. They
would be classed as 'Nut Cases', but - although most of them don't know it - there is something to be
said for this. But more of this later. Now read on.
At a height of some 40 feet, which is fairly normal for VHF working, the vertical angle of radiation
has dropped from 25° to something like 5° or 10°. So, if we are now agreed on this, let us go on to the
half-way stage - the E Layer. This, as we all know, is a belt of ionised something which goes round
the world at a height of approximately 50 miles. It has to depend on the Sun for the recharging
process as ions and electrons soon combine to form neutral particles. When charged this layer will
reflect or refract HF waves back to earth because of the varying density of the charge bending the
waves as they pass through. The higher in the belt we go the greater the intensity of the charge. All
this is, of course, "old hat" but what happens at VHF?. First remember that we are sending out at low
angle. Now just let us suppose that the E Layer will refract VHF waves enough. If we radiate at an
angle of 15° to the horizontal and the layer is 50 miles up, then the signal would be returned to earth
at about 400 miles distant as the crow flies. If the layer were higher, the distance would be even
greater. If our angle of radiation is lowered then the distance is again increased. All this, however,
misses out the inter-G contacts. Can we only work them on Ground Wave? This sounds wrong to me.
How can we work reliable communication via low angle satellites if the E Layer were to refract the
wave? Oscar 6 10 Metre transmissions can be reflected and will bounce off the back of the Layer and
not be returned to earth. but this does not mean the VHF signal from earth is not reaching it.
The answers to these questions must cast doubt on the fact that the E Layer plays an important part.
Just one further point - why is it that we very seldom get openings to Norway and other Scandinavian
countries, but only to the South?. Sporadic-E claimants say that it is because there is little or no
activity in these countries. This is not so and is quite unacceptable as a theory. But the theory I am
about to expound is even able to explain this.
Let us first of all explain a theory which is certainly not mine, but which will explain why we can
work 'G' stations and have what is popularly called 'an extension'. This almost invariably occurs
during anti-cyclonic conditions and usually on the western edge of a 'high', because we want damp air.
Very cold dry air up aloft is brought downwards, as its pressure increases it gets warmer, and so we
have warm dry air coming close to the earths surface. During the day believe it or not - the earth will
warm up and cause moist hot air to rise. As it rises it becomes cooled. Eventually, there comes a point
where the density of the descending air equals that of the ascending air and a point of balance is
obtained. At this point of balance there is sharp discontinuity of warm dry air over cooler moist air.
There is also about 9° difference in temperature for every millibar difference in pressure. Under these
conditions we shall get a layer of condensation, just as you get on the windows of your kitchen when
it is cold outside, and, what is more, this layer can reflect VHF waves.
To calculate the height of this layer is beyond the scope of the average amateur, so we just have to
guess. But the height of this layer determines the range over which we can work.
Do you remember earlier I said that no Clot would work with his aerial only half a wavelength
high?. Well, those with a 60ft mast may well be poking their heads above the layer and getting
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nothing, whilst the Clot is working away quite happily. There's food for thought here, perhaps!.
This is a perfectly good theory for what is termed 'an extension', but, in my opinion, will not fully
explain 'long haul' working. If the angle of radiation is low and the layer low then long distance may
be possible. But neither this theory nor the Sporadic-E theory will explain why, as a general rule,
working to the South is the only direction available. Nor will it explain why conditions move across
the country with such great speed as is often apparent.
So we have to look for something else. Several years ago there was a fantastic opening on 2 Metres
right down to Italy. This opening started about 1000 hours in the area of Germany and proceeded
through several European countries until it finally finished in the northern part of Italy. A study of the
Met. charts revealed a state of affairs that could support my theory.
This theory is an extension of the 'Layer' theory or Potential Refractive Index, as it is called, namely,
when we have cold air meeting hot air we get a layer of condensation formed. Apart from the
reflective element of a layer of condensation, water vapour droplets are themselves ionised so we get
the benefit of both reasons.
Imagine a cold front coming along. There is a change of temperature and often, though not
necessarily so, a change of pressure. If the change of temperature is enough we can get a layer of
condensation formed but NOT parallel to the ground. As the cold air comes along it pushes under the
warm air and we have a wedge formed. The wedge is at ground level at about the start of the front and
slopes upwards as the hot air is pushed up. How one calculates the angle of this slope, I haven't the
faintest idea. But, nevertheless, it appears to act as a mirror and will reflect VHF signals. Now this is
not a solid mirror and possibly if a wave was shot straight at it, it would go through, but, at some
critical angle, it will be reflected. To make a good mirror we need a large change in temperature.
On the particular day that this theory was formed there was a large 'high' over the British Isles and a
deep 'low' over Scandinavia. Isobars were crushed tight between the two. This brought a tremendous
stream of cold air right down from the polar regions across Europe and into Italy where it finished up
as a tornado resulting in the great floods around Florence. As the front passed there was a change in
temperature of 19°, which is tremendous change. This produced a good mirror sufficiently wide to
reflect signals into many places in Europe. The speed of the movement was too high to suggest that
the actual front moving south was responsible - it would have had to have moved at about 400 mph.
But a reasonable explanation can be given, if you consider the change of angle of the mirror with
respect to the earth. Remember your schooldays doing physics - the angle of reflection equals the
angle of incidence.
This, then, is my explanation of 'long haul' VHF, and often shorter haul as well. But what about the
North you are all asking? Simple! Normally you only get cold air coming from the North moving
South. Therefore, the top end of the wedge or mirror is high in the North. If, from the South, you fire
a signal at it you will hit the BACK of the layer and your signal will be reflected upwards to the stars.
You may even get a reply to your 'CQ' in about a Billion years!!! I have only known about two
wedges in the right place and on both occasions my predictions about working OZ and SM came true.
But don't run away with the idea that every cold front will produce an opening. You must watch the
temperature difference between warm and cold - and you want a BIG one.
It has taken a lot of persuading to get me to put this into print but, for what it is worth here it is.
Shoot me down, if you like, but before I fall you must produce a better argument and one which will
answer ALL questions.
Sporadic-E

Phoey!!!, it's nowt

to do wi' E Layer.
Jack Hargreaves, G5VO
(Borrowing, and amending, a famous phrase from Old Bill about "If you know of a better hole.....etc",
we say "If you know of a better theory, send it along". So come on, all you RSARS VHF types, lets be
a-hearing from you. - Ed.)
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MERCURY - YOU CAN WRITE FOR IT AS WELL AS READ IT!
G8PG/GW8PG
INTRODUCTION.
"Mercury" requires a continuous supply of contributions if it is to maintain its present high standard.
Many members feel that writing a technical article or a description of some past experience is beyond
their capabilities. The object of this article is to explain briefly how the author without previous
experience can set about writing a contribution for "Mercury".
SETTING ABOUT THE JOB.
The first requirement in any writing project is to arrange your ideas in a clear, logical sequence
before writing commences. This is done by examining the subject to be discussed and breaking it
down into a sequence of headings. Under each heading one then makes a few notes laying down
exactly what is going to be covered in that particular part of the article. Taking a technical article as
an example - say a description of a simple linear amplifier - one would start by briefly describing
what the amplifier is and what it can do. This involves stating parameters such as the power input,
frequency range, required drive and power supplies needed. The operation of the amplifier circuit
would then be covered, the description being tied to the circuit diagram, which is an important part of
an article of this type. The circuit should be clearly drawn and it should show every bit of information
that the would-be constructor is likely to require. To avoid cluttering up the diagram with component
values it is a good idea to number the components (R1, C2, etc.) and provide a separate table showing
their values and ratings. Having introduced the technical operation in this way, one can then describe
the technical construction of the amplifier, the description being written in conjunction with a simple
drawing showing the mechanical layout. The metalwork required should be described first, then any
particular points of layout that it has been found necessary to incorporate. Attention should be drawn
to any particular features such as screening to avoid instability. The setting-up procedure for the
amplifier should then be given including, if necessary, cautionary warnings about any part of the
procedure that may be especially critical. The article can conclude with a few lines describing the
results obtained when using the amplifier.
Practically all circuit description articles follow this pattern. If the circuit is a complicated one, such
as a communications receiver, there will be a large number of sections, but the same principles apply.
Do the technical description on a through circuit basis and the constructional description in the
sequence in which the equipment was actually built.
In non-technical articles, such as some of the excellent personal experience articles that we have had
in "Mercury" recently, a similar approach can be employed. One must think about what is going to be
described, then arrange the description in a logical order and decide where highlights such as
historical events, humorous happenings and descriptions of equipment are to appear. Having once got
these items in roughly the proper order one can go ahead and write the article. During the writing it
may become apparent that certain items need to be rearranged, but this only involves either altering
the sequence of paragraphs or the transfer of sentences from one paragraph to another, so it is not too
difficult.
Two drafts will be necessary in the writing of any article. The first draft gets the idea on paper in
rough form, allowing their presentation to be examined critically by the author. The second thoughts
and new ideas produced by this examination are then incorporated in the second draft.
SIMPLE ENGLISH.
When actually writing the article, use simple, direct English, with fairly short sentences Do not try
to impress the reader with long words or unnecessary technical jargon. Remember that you are trying
to convey to someone else in the simplest way possible the information and ideas contained in your
article. If you write in this way you will produce something that is very readable, and it will be
appreciated by your fellow members.
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REPRODUCING THE MANUSCRIPT.
If possible, have the manuscript typed using double spacing, and leave at least a 1½" margin at the
top and a 1" margin at each side. If you have to submit a manuscript written in longhand, use good
quality lined paper, only write on each alternate line, and leave the same margins as if the job was
being typed. Whether typing or writing, use only one side of the paper and do your section headings
in capitals.
HELP FROM THE EDITOR.
Remember that even if you make a boob in grammar or mis-spell a difficult word, the Editor will
catch this before the manuscript goes to print. He may also make other small amendments to improve
the readability of your contribution. Any well presented article represents a team effort between the
Author and the Editor.
CONCLUSION.
If "Mercury" is to continue to grow in stature articles of every type are needed. Whether you have
discovered an entirely new method of generating r.f., have designed a pocket bottle opener-cumcommunication receiver-cum-digital computer, or are the chap that really won the War, tell us about it
in a "Mercury" article.
(Editors Note : It is hoped that the wise words from Angus will prompt many members to write for
"Mercury". Just follow the common-sense suggestions above and you can't go wrong. It is known that
some members prefer not to write in case they are "jumped upon" by apparently more experienced
members. Although we welcome comment and criticism on articles in "Mercury" only constructive
criticism will be considered for publication. If you prefer to write under a 'pen-name' please do, but
remember that the authors name and address must be known to the Editor. Good luck and get those
articles rolling in!).

WHAT THE WILD WAVES HAVE SAID - Or - HEARD ON THE BANDS.
That G3HKR, AFF 11, The Radio Club of the Army Apprentices College at Harrogate were European
First in the Scandinavian CW Activity Weekend. Well done, AAC.

From : Cpl C. Harvey, DA2YR, 'A' Troop, 20 Armd Bde Sig Sqn, B.F.P.O. 41.
Dear Jack.
.....several of the blokes on the Net have asked if I am the same Colin they used to natter to from
G4RS. Yes! - I left 4RS in June 72, I think it was, went to Catterick and successfully passed a T1
Course and was then sent to Detmold. Our Club, DA2YD, is in the corner of an attic. It's a terrible
place for aerials one side of us is the airfield and on the other is the square over which we cannot put
any wire. During the next few weeks we're hoping to put up a 15 ft pole on top of the roof to support a
160 Metre Dipole and a Trapped Dipole for 80/40 Metres, They will be about 60 ft above ground. The
Club rig is the KW 2000 and I'll be connecting my SB200 which I brought back from Gunnislake
whilst on Easter leave. Our 160 Metre Band is from 1·825 - 1·835KHz. At the moment (28/4/73 - Ed.)
DA2YK is the only one here allowed on 160 Metres but both my own and the Club licences are being
sent away for the 160 Metre endorsement. Every Wednesday (when we are in Camp!) we will be on
160 Metres. If anyone wants to make a sked, I can arrange it.
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INTRODUCING……....

During recent issues space has not let us give details of new members, but it is hoped to catch up from
this issue on. First, the new Affiliates.....
AFF 46 - AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, 20th ARMOURED BRIGADE HQ AND SIGNAL
SQUADRON, BFPO 41. Application made by Lieut. David Beare on behalf of the Club. Not too
much news on the Application Form except that the Club call-sign is DA2YD. Welcome to the Club.
AFF 48 - 73 (C) SQUADRON ROYAL SIGNALS, SIGNALS HOUSE, ATKINS. ROAD,
BALHAM, LONDON, SW12 0AG. Again not too much news on the Application Form, but Lieut. C.
Smith, the Squadron OC tells us that the Club is operational on the ACF/CCF National Network with
the call-sign '2B'. Welcome.
AFF 49 - LANCASTER ROYAL GRAMMAR SCHOOL CCF, SIGNALS SECTION, EAST ROAD,
LANCASTER. The Officer i/c Signals Section applied for Affiliation on behalf of the Club and as
such Nick Ward tells us that the Signals Section comprises of 12 Cadets at present, using standard
Army issue equipment. The Section is a member of the ACF/CCF National Network and operate
regularly at lunchtimes and at week-ends, using their Network Call-sign '93'. The equipment usually
in use is a WS62 or a WS19 Mark III with HP Unit. Three of the Cadets are hoping to take their RAE
during the school year. Welcome to the Society and the best of luck with '93' and the RAE.
AFF 50 - 233 SIGNAL SQUADRON, THEIPVAL BARRACKS, LISBURN, NORTHERN
IRELAND. Those members who know or have worked Tony Gumbrill as G3WXX or GI3WXX may
soon have a chance to contact him again as GI3BRJ. Tony applied for affiliation for his Squadron
Club and GI3BRJ is the Club call-sign. Nice to hear from you again, Tony, and good luck to the Club.
AFF 52 - SIGNALS SECTION, BRIGHTON GRAMMAR SCOOOL CCF, DYKE ROAD, HOVE,
SUSSEX. 2nd Lieut. John Harman is the O i/c this Signals Section down on the South Coast and John
mentions that four of his Cadet operators are already RSARS members. He has, together with four of
his Cadets, visited Blandford on a Signals Training Course.
And now for some re-issued numbers.....
RSARS 109 - JOHN OLIVER, G3CWG, 6 SHELLEY ROAD, MAIDSTONE, KENT. Introduced by
G3ZDP, RSARS 444, John tells us "..... I joined the local 16th Light AA Regiment, TA in 1938 and
became a Driver/Operator with them in the Western Desert (8th Army). This was followed by Active
Service with the East Surrey Anti-Tank Regiment RA in Italy. Foreign service totalled 3 years and 10
months. Why would I like to become a member of RSARS? - When our outfit arrived in the Middle
East we had a detachment of Royal Signals with us. I made friends with some of them and would sit
for hours when off duty watching them at work on 19 and 22 sets. They taught me a great deal and
enthused me to get a ticket after the War. They also helped me become a Driver/Op.....". Nice to have
you with us John and hope that you may bump into some of those Royal Signals detachment lads
through RSARS.
RSARS 149 - GORDON REGINALD THOMAS, G4AWJ, "CROFTERS COT", HIGHCROFT
CRESCENT, HEATHFIELD, SUSSEX. Introduced by G3JVD, Gordon has had 30 years electronic
experience with long associations with Royal Signals and Royal Signals equipment. He holds full City
and Guilds Tech Cert and previously held the call-sign MP4MBN. Welcome to the fold, Gordon.
RSARS 152 - ALAN DONALD PAXTON, G4BIZ, 112 HILTINGBURY ROAD, CHANDLERS
FORD, HAMPSHIRE. Alan's details are short and sweet on his Application Form. He mentions,
however, that he was a National Serviceman with Royal Signals and went through "the mill" at
Catterick, passing out as a Radio Technician Light, Grade 'X', Class II in 1959. It's thanks to G2DWN
who provided the application form to Alan. Welcome.
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RSARS 153 - ALAN EDWARD CROFT, 18 ZENORIA STREET, EAST DULWICH, LONDON,
SE22 8HP. Alan, who is a Cadet Sergeant, has been with the Signals Section of Allayns School CCF
for four years and intends to take the RAE in May this year (hope you were successful, OM). He has
visited HQ during a trip to this area. Hope to be hearing you on the RSARS Nets soon, Alan.
RSARS 161 - WO II ERIC BRIGHT, G3OYS, 38 ENGINEER REGIMENT, CLARO BARRACKS,
RIPON, YORKSHIRE. Eric, whom many members will have already met on the Net is endeavouring
to get a Club going at Ripon. You may well have bumped into him in the past as previous call-signs
held include DL2AI, DL2AZ and DA2XO. Welcome, Eric.
RSARS 165 - FRANK MOSS, G8GDD, 334 INGS ROAD, KINGST0N-UPON-HULL,
YORKSHIRE, HU8 0NA. Frank joined the Corps at Catterick in November 1950 as a National
Serviceman and was located in the Sandhurst Block in Vimy Lines. Then came a move to 2 TR in Le
Cateau Lines. Following this Frank was on the Permanent Staff of 37 AA Signal Regiment and he
ended his National Service in 1952. He signed on in the TA in the same year and served for 13 years 9
days ending his TA service with 49th Signal Regiment TA in Leeds as 22426916 Sgt Moss F., Radio
Operator B I. Frank, who has also held the call-sign PA9UU, is to be congratulated on the award of a
Lord Lieutenants Certificate and the TA Efficiency Medal for 12 years TA service. Welcome to the
Society, Frank.
RSARS 169 - ANDREW JOHN JACKSON, 38 HASLEMERE ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURRY. Andrew is another cadet member holding the rank of Sergeant and operating the Unit callsign '2B' on the ACF/CCF National Network. Also a member of the RSGB with the BRS number
30491. Andrew instructs with 73 (C) Squadron Royal Signals ACF (See AFF 48). Perhaps the best
piece of news on the Application Form is that Andrew has passed his RAE. Welcome to the Society
and we hope to be hearing you as a G4+3 in the very near future.
RSARS 175 - JOHN NELSON SEYMOUR MILLER, GM4AGS, INGLEBY, WEST ROAD,
NEWPORT-ON-TAY, FIFE, DD6 8HP, SCOTLAND. John, who was known as 19040397 for some
five years, enlisted in 1947 in the South Staffordshire Regiment and later served with 2nd and 1st
Cheshire Regiments and 2nd and 1st North Staffordshire Regiments. During this time GM4AGS was
a Regimental Signaller, a Regimenta1 Signaller Instructor 'B' and a Signals Sergeant. He was
discharged in 1952. John also belongs to the Kingsway Technical College Amateur Radio Club in
Dundee.
RSARS 202 - DENNIS FREDERICK WATTON, G4AYZ, 353 BILLING ROAD EAST,
NORTHAMPTON, NN3 3LL. Dennis served with the Signals Section of The Artists Rifles (28th
London Regiment, TA) from 1930 until 1956 and with the Officer cadet Reserve from 1936 until
1939. The first year of WW II saw Dennis at 150 OCTU which led to his commissioning in
September 1940 where he saw service with 1 M.M.G. Brigade Signals and 6 Armoured Brigade
Signals. June 1941 saw a move to Middle East Forces where he served as a Signalmaster with both 3
GHQ and 5 L of C Signals.1942 saw promotion to T/Capt. and service with 'X' Branch HQ Palestine
as GSO3 to the CSO. In 1944 Dennis was running a Signal Security Course at the Middle East School
of Signals before returning to the UK in August 1945 prior to demobilisation in November. If you feel
that you may have crossed paths with Dennis during these times why not give him a ring on 0604
33834? Welcome to you, Dennis.
RSARS 211 - LIEUTENANT COLIN VICTOR SMITH, FLAT 5, 20 TAVISTOCK ROAD,
CROYDON, SURREY, CR0 2AN. Colin is the OC of 75 (C) Squadron Royal Signals, 7 (London
Yeomanry) Group, S.E. London ACF, and as well as applying for affiliation for his Squadron (AFF
48) has become a member in his own right. The Squadron operates the call-sign '2B' and, no doubt,
Colin will be heard on the National Network. Welcome to you and the lads, Colin.
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RSARS 234 - FREDRICK BARNES, WA8PCT, 3300 TAMPA AVENUE, CLEVELAND, OHIO,
44109, USA. Across the Atlantic now to welcome Fred who, despite his Cleveland address, has quite
a military history on this side of the 'pond'. Between 1933 and 1935 Fred was a Cadet Gunner in the
RA TA. In May 1939 he was in the RASC as T/84050 with the 44th H. C. Division, then in 1941 with
the RAOC and later (until 1946) with REME. In 1940 he was in France and Belgium and between
1943 and 1946 in India. On demob Fred held the rank Armament Sergeant Major (WOI) as an
Armament Artificer Instruments Field. Welcome to the Society, Fred.
RSARS 236 - COLONEL ARTHUR VERNON BRANDLE, SUMMERFIED HOUSE, SUMMER
LANE, NEAR EXMOUTH, DEVON, EX8 5BD. Colonel Brandle enlisted in the City of London
Signals TA in 1935 and saw service with Cable and Wireless in Brazil between 1937 and 1942. He
was later attached to 18th Army Group in Sicily in 1943 and this was followed by service in
Singapore, Chester, Catterick, Middle East, Norway and with 44 Cinque Ports Regiment TA in Kent.
He later held Staff appointments in Malta, MoD and Washington. It was in 1970 that Colonel Brindle
retired from the Combat Development and Trials Wing at the School of Signals. We bid you welcome
to the Society, wish you a happy retirement and hope to se you around RSARS HQ if ever you get this
way again, Arthur.
RSARS 244 - WO II ANTHONY THOMAS BURNSTEIN, G4BHV, 1 TEMPLAR WALK,
WATERBEACH, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, CB5 9LU. It was through the good offices of G4AKQ,
'Spike' Bernard, that Tony became a member. Tony is a member of the Royal Engineers and has
served as a Signals NCO and Warrant Officer. During a period as QMSI Signals in Germany, he
worked closely with Royal Signals at 1 Div and it was here he became interested in amateur radio.
Tony sat the RAE in December 1971 and received his present call whilst still serving in BAOR. Until
his return to the UK he operated as DA2XR. Hope to hear you on the bands, Tony, and welcome to
RSARS.
RSARS 256 - PAUL WILLIAM HARDING, 24 HATTON AVENUE, MANOR PARK, SLOUGH,
BUCKS., SL2 1NE. It is from the ranks of the ACF that we greet, and lay welcome to, RSARS 256.
Paul is a member of the Buckinghamshire Army Cadet Force and belongs to the 6th Slough Grammar
School Troop Signals Section. Paul is an operator of '57B'.
RSARS 259 - RONALD GEORGE FOOT, G4BKU, 10 HUGHENDEN ROAD, HORFIELD,
BRISTOL, BS7 8SF. Another full history shows that Ron was called up in the Militia on October 18th
1959 and saw service with 45 (West Country) Divisional Signals as a Wireless operator Group 'E'.
Later this was upgraded to Wireless Operator B II when Ron served in the Middle East in late 1942
with the 8th Army. A move to the Far East in 1943 brought a change of scenery and Unit - this time to
The Assam and Bengal Signals Section in an L of C role. Demob finally came in March 1946 but to
'keep with the khaki' Ron joined the TA at Horfield TA Centre, the Unit having various titles
including 43 (Wx) Inf. Sigs. It was back to the Regular Army on a type 'T' engagement from 1954
until 1958 when service was terminated under the age regulations. So Ron joined the TA again thus
giving no break in service. 1968 saw the final 'termination of service' when the age limit was reached
(again!). Welcome to you, Ron.
RSARS 261 - CAPTAIN KENNETH GEORGE MELTON, G3WKM, 1 HOMEFIELD ROAD,
COLCHESTER, ESSEX CO2 9PG. Ken's Application Form is endorsed "Introduced by
G3NVK/RSARS 138 with support from GW3ASW". Thanks are extended to both those members for
introducing Ken who tells us on the back of his application : "Joined Army Apprentices School
Chepstow in August 1948. Posted to REME as an Electrician in August 1951. Between 1956 and
1958 trained as an Artificer Radar. AQMS in 1964, ASM in 1969, Commissioned in March 1971 and
SRC in January 1973. Present Unit 8 Field Workshop (Airportable) REME Colchester and am off to
Benbecula in May 73. Qualifications ; HNC and SCAR and GRAD IERE. Licensed in May 1967 and
have worked with 'GW' and 'GI' prefixes. Main interests (1) Ragchewing on the LF Bands, (2) Bit of
DXing on the HF Bands, (3) Hope to give the Island Chasers a good time from
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Benbecula and, possibly, St. Kilda, (4) Construction of Test Gear and clip-on goodies such as LF
Filters, SWR Bridges, ATU, etc. Equipment , Anglian Transceiver and Linear, HRO, plus a wide
range of Test Gear. Antennas : G5RV, 132' End Fed, Trap Vertical for 20/15/10 and a home-brew 40'
Tower. Other interests: Music, Electronic Musical Instruments. Have been a big pal of G3NVK
(Dick) for over six years. "Thanks for the interesting write-up, Ken, hope to hear you from the wilds
of Benbecula as soon as you get settled. Welcome to RSARS.
RSARS 276 - REGINALD PROSSER, G4BUS, "SAITAMA", MAIN ROAD, LITTLE OAKBY,
HARWICH ESSEX. Here we introduce a sea-going member of the Society, but to start from the
beginning - Reg tells us that his kit was marked with '6205133' and that he transferred from the
Infantry to Royal Signals in September 1942 where he slaved continuously with the Corps until
completion of Colour Service in September 1953 Trade was Operator Wireless and Line B I and Reg
served mainly in the Far East including India, Burma, Japan and Malaya. He finished with 1st Air
Support Signal Unit in BAOR. Since leaving the Army Reg has been employed as a sea-going Radio
Officer although he has now taken to shallower water working on B.R. ferry boats.
RSARS 279 - DENNIS McKENZIE, 19 MANSE ROAD, ARDERSIER, INVERNESS, IV1 2SH.
Dennis, also known as GM-14222 was 23031418 with the Queens Own Cameron Highlanders for
National Service from 1954 to 1956. After Initial Training it was a trip to Luneburg, Germany for a
12 week Cadre before joining the Signal Platoon of HQ Company. Back to Scotland (Pinefield Camp,
Elgin, Morayshire) before going to Korea. Dennis operated 19, 62, 38 and 88 sets during his 'stint'.
Welcome, Dennis.

MEMBER SUPPORT.
From Erie, G3BIC, comes the following. It arrived just too late for the last edition, but there may be a
chance that its still 'going'.
FOR SALE. "STAR" ALL-BAND SSB TX. BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY. 2 X 6146Bs IN THE
FINAL. IMMACULATE CONDITION. £65. PHONE EVENINGS OR WRITE.
E. LAWRENCE ESQ., G3BIC. 121 WALSALL ROAD. FOUR OAKS. SUTTON COLDFIELD.
B74 4NP. (PHONE 021 353 4119)

OPEN
FOR SALE - FOR SALE - FOR SALE - FOR SALE - FOR SALE - FOR SALE - FOR SALE (a) HEATHKIT Harmonic Distortion Meter (IM 58). Assembled and complete with Manual. £15.
(b) ADCOM (American) DC to DC Converter - 12V DC in and with three separate outputs. Ideal for
any SSB Transceiver. Outputs : 800 Volts @ 400 mA OR 500 Volts @ 500 mA, 275 Volts @ 200
mA, -110 Volts @ 30 mA adjustable.
(c) MATCHBOX Antenna Matching Unit. £5.
Contact : Major (QM) R. A. WEBB R. Signals, Netheravon Airfield, Wiltshire.
MARKET
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Contest and Award Managers Page(s)
G3EKL
Some more activity to report again this edition but before I start, I'd like to explain a couple of points.
First is that a snap decision, regrettably forced on yours truly one Sunday morning in May on the 80
Metre Net was incorrectly made.
One of our members asked, out of the blue, if he could be allocated an AAF (Affiliated) number
(vide Operating Award Rule 11) to allow him to operate an RAF Club station in Masirah for a week
and so stimulate overseas activity. He was to travel two days later!!. Whilst more than willing to try to
give some of the members the overseas contacts so badly needed it was hastily agreed that he use his
own membership number for any contacts that he made, although these contacts would not count for
his own Award claims. Of course, this snap decision clashed with Rule 6 as the member wasn't
licensed in the area.
The moral of it all is please give your HQ staff time to think should you want to do something out of
the ordinary. Oh yes! - and don't raise it on the Band for all and sundry to listen to! - Thanks.
The second point concerns the Awards Ladder "Any Modes" Section. I took over from G3VIS last
June and at that time Member No. 340 (G8VG) was credited with having 300 confirmed contacts. A
further claim for another 100 contacts was received from G8VG last November and duly processed.
Unfortunately, Bill's first 300 contacts were neither in call-sign or membership number sequence.
Sufficient to say that his 300 - 400 QSLs and Check List were checked against his previous 300
contacts, found OK and "Any Mode" stickers for 300, 350 and 400 were awarded. That accounts for
the Awards Ladder position in the Winter 1972/3 "Mercury".
For some inexplicable reason I decided to double-check Bill's claim from 1 to 300 and found that a
number of duplications existed which brought his overall confirmed total down to 365. Bill was
confident that he had 400 QSLs and started a massive hunt in his loft for them all - a cold and
thankless job at that time of the year but one that he readily agreed to do to clear up any
misunderstanding. This searching (and Bill has a hell of a lot of cards!) took quite a long time and I
wrote the Spring "Mercury" notes whilst Bill was still digging around for his 400 cards. To save any
embarrassment I left the ladder as it was.
G8VG eventually unearthed all the cards he needed on May 1st and among these were contacts
made this year (Do I hear someone saying "Well, so what?"). On April 24th a bulky registered parcel
reached me from another member and this proved to be 400+ QSLs which subsequently checked out
OK. What a dilemma to be in!!!
Bill accepted the situation quite readily and the Ladders in this edition are correct so, from a bemused
Awards Manager, Heartiest Congratulations to Ken, G2KK, as the first member to submit a correct
claim for the Special Award "Silver Clasp" and also to pass the "Any Mode" 400 point - well done
indeed, Ken. Very close behind and deserving equal Congratulations is Old Man Bill, G8VG, who has
also satisfied 'yours truly' and is the proud possessor of the second "Silver Clasp".
Of Course, Ken (possibly in ZL-land by the time you read this) is a quiet a cunning bird. He was
awarded the first Basic Certificate, the first Class Two Certificate, and, (yes, you've guessed it!) the
first Class One Certificate (all within four months of the present scheme starting). Then he seemed to
go to ground. His next bid for fame was in April this year, four years to the day of his Class One
Certificate - and once again he claimed a 'First'.
But don't think that Old Man Bill is slow off the mark. He has been up with the leaders all the time,
just being 'pipped at the post' for the first Special Award Plaque and the Bronze Clasp by Bert Donne
(G3XSN). But now, with G2KK "outside Zone 14" and G3XSN having to earn his living (!!), Bill
should have a clear run to reach the top of the ladder (500) and so equal his proud record on the old
Award Scheme where he led the field for so many months.
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9. The reverse of the first page of the Log(s) submitted to the Contest Manager requires a signed
declaration giving the entrants station equipment, aerial system, input used and confirming
adherence to the rules of the competition.
10. a) The reverse or each "Band" Log sheet is to show any bonus points claimed giving QSO serials
involved and explanation.
b) The last Log sheet is to show the total points claimed for that particular section.
11. In the event of a draw the station with the most number of multiple contacts as defined in para. 8
iii) will be declared the winner.
12. The decision of the Society Awards Manager must be taken as final and he may amend or
supplement the rules as necessary. Such alterations must be published in "Mercury" directly
preceding the annual competition period.
13.
"Check Logs" from non-competing members will be greatly appreciated.

R.A.F. SUPPORT.
(The following appeared in a recent issue of 'QRV'. the Journal of the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio
Society. Although at least 20 RSARS members are also RAFARS, it is felt that some 'non-blue-jobs'
may well have some bits and pieces mentioned tucked away in the attic/garage/greenhouse etc. If you
have, or you know where these items can be obtained, please drop a line to Tug (G3TBS) or look for
him around 80 Metres. - Editor).
RADIO EQUIPMENT REQUIRED URGENTLY FOR REFURBISHING OF WESTLAND LYSANDER.
Tug Wilson (G3TBS) writes to inform us (RAFARS HQ - Ed.) that he is helping to restore a wartime
Westland Lysander, at present in the RAF Museum at Hendon, to full flying condition. Many of you
will recall this most attractive aircraft which achieved fame in many cloak-and-dagger operations
during the War. Besides being used to drop and collect agents from behind enemy lines, it gladdened
the hearts of many aircrew who had ditched in the Channel to see the 'Lizzie' circling above their
dinghy in its air-sea rescue role.
One major problem in restoring old aircraft is the location of spare parts, and G3TBS wishes to
know if anyone can supply any of the following items :
TR 1091,
T 1083,
TR 9D,
TR 1133,
R 3002,
R 1082,
R 3060
These were the installations used by the SOE agents. Should you belong to a Club would you please
bring it to their notice, or you may know of someone with a loft or shed full of junk who could help
out. The condition or completeness of the equipment is immaterial. and single parts e.g. front panels
or chassis will suffice. ALL ITEMS WILL BE PAID FOR. If anyone can supply any information,
please could they contact G3TBS as soon as possible. His address is in the Call-Book.

WHITE STICK SUPPORT.
From G3UGT (a non-member) comes details of the LOUIS BRAILLE AWARD. Although this
Award appears relatively easy to obtain and a little expensive, it is understood that the profits will go
to assist blind radio amateurs. So here's your chance to help someone a little less fortunate than
yourself and cover up that damp spot on the shack wall at the same time. Requirements are contacts
on any band, any mode and in any country with two blind amateurs. Send a Certified Log Extract
giving all the details plus £1 or 12 IRC to the UK Award Manager :
J. E. COOTE ESQ., G3UGT. 56 DINSDALE AVENUE, KINGS ESTATE, WALLSEND,
NORTHUMBERLAND.
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KATALOGUES, KITS AND KOMPONENTS, ETC.
A RECENT LETTER FROM TELFORD COMMUNICATIONS, of 78b HIGH STREET, BRIDGNORTH, SHROPSHIRE,
WV16 4DS, says: "We would appreciate your assistance in bringing to the notice of your members the units and facilities we
offer. In addition to our present range of units, as fully described in the enclosed leaflets, we can offer the following fully
tested Modules for incorporation in homebuilt VHF equipment.
2 Metre Mixer VFO (with drive complete) 48 MHz output
£20.35
2 Metre Mixer VFO (less drive and tuning capacitor)
£15.40
2 Metre RF Module (including crystal)
£27.50
6 Watt Modulator (including transformer)
£8.25
TC7 Flywheel Drive Assembly (with escutcheon and glass)
£4.40
TC9 Flywheel Drive Assembly (with escutcheon and glass)
£4.95
Co-ax C/o Relay Magnetic Devices Type 951, 12V coil
£3.75
All above prices have VAT included, carriage paid.
We offer full metal work facilities in 16-18-20 swg aluminium, our quotation by return, upon receipt of sketch, and s.a.e.
To enable us to plan for further units you may he seeking, we should appreciate hearing of your requirements. We cannot
promise to produce them all, but trust this will enable us to offer a better service to Members. All our equipment is
manufactured in Bridgnorth, using British components wherever possible. Visitors are always welcome during normal
working hours - evenings and week-ends by prior appointment please.
WE ARE PREPARED TO OFFER YOUR MEMBERS A 5% DISCOUNT ON ALL OUR PRICES (EXCLUDING VAT) AND LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
Yours sincerely,
For TELFORD COMMUNICATIONS

JOHN OLIVER

G8ARS
The enclosed leaflets give details of the TC9 MkII TX, the TC7 Mk 2 Tuneable IF and the 2 Metre converter (G8AEV
MkII). Condensed details as follow :
TC9 TX - Compatible with TC7 Tuneable IF. In conjunction with a G8AEV or similar converter provides a complete 2
Metre station. Provides for transmission in the A3 Mode under Xtal or VFO control, and in the F3 Mode on VFO covering
144∙05 145∙95 MHz. 4" scale calibrated in 100 KHz increments. Flywheel slow-motion drive. Intended for Mains operation
but being completely solid-state operation from DC supplies is feasible but with reduced output. Inbuilt PSU for 200 - 240
Volts 50Hz supply. Aerial changeover and Control/Muting are within the Unit. Keying facilities can be supplied as an extra.
PA stage is a 2N 5642 providing typically 10 Watts into 50 or 75 Ohms. Crystals employed are in the 48 MHz range. Size :
12" wide, 7" high, 6∙5" deep. Weight : 11lbs. Supplied complete with press-to-talk microphone and mains lead. Price £78 +
£7.80 VAT. Securicor delivery £3 + 30p VAT. Hire Purchase Terms available over 6, 12 or 18 months.
TC7 MkII Tuneable IF. Designed to be utilised as the tuneable portion of a VHF/UHF amateur receiver, capable of receiving
A3, F3, A1 and. A3j Modes of transmission. Integral Power Supply Unit. Alternate PSU: 12 - 16 Volts NEGATIVE EARTH
supply. Unit can be supplied to tune any desired 2 MHz band in the range 20 - 30MHz. Tuning by means of variable
capacitor diodes with possible remote control. Can be used in conjunction with the TC "Bandsearcher" Unit permitting
electronic scanning of the entire 2 Metre Band. AGC is brought out for purposes such as muting, diversity reception or
search and lock facilities. A3 Mode AF output of 1 Watt for typically 5µV in. S+N/N ratio @ 5µV = not less than 25 dB and
at 10µV not less than 30dB. Image Rejection : 35dB
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typical. IF Breakthrough : 68dB typical. Calibration accuracy : Not worse than + or - 0∙1% of tuned
frequency. Price : £40 + £4 VAT. Securicor delivery : £3 + 30p VAT. Size : 12" wide, 5∙7" high, 6∙5"
deep. Visor depth : 1". Weight : 5∙5 lbs. Hire Purchase available.
2 Metre Converter (G8AEV MKII). Dual Gate MOSFET mixer feeds three emitter followers allowing
3 tuneable IFs to be used with one converter. FB for Contest Working. Supply Voltage 12V DC @
38Ma. Gain : 20dB. Price £12 + £1.20 VAT.

THE BAND PLAN, 821, VE7 AND CYCLING.
(The above heading was designed to get you thinking!. What have all the above in common? They are
all connected with a letter received earlier this year from G3CXE/RSARS 821. It contained a copy of
a letter sent to G3FKM, a member of the RSGB Council which is with reference to comments in the
January 1973 "Radio Communication" which dealt with SSB intruders in the CW portion of the 21
MHz Band. Extracts from the letter appear below. - Editor).
".....Instead of giving voice against a few foreigners using SSB in the little used (except by WNs)
portion of the 21 MHz band, why don't you use your articles to blast those persistent U.K. offenders
who DELIBERATELY operate SSB/AM within the acknowledged CW portion of both 80 and 40
Metres.
During the month of December 1972, I logged over 40 U.K. stations using AM/SSB as low as 7020
and 3515 MHz, the most persistent, adamant, and belligerent being G4--, G2---, G5-- G5-- (who
continually signs without a prefix), GM4-- and GW3---. (Call-signs are given in full in the original
letter. No call-signs given belong to members of the RSARS - Ed.).
It is a requirement that we are able to tell our operating frequency accurately!. G4-- was observed
remarking "why do those CW men, have to come up into the middle of the Band. If they don't want
the bottom portion, then I'll use it. I make my frequency about 7040". In fact, his measured frequency
was 7020.....
".....Since the RSGB is the only recognised body speaking for the U.K. amateur, it's about time it
opened it's eyes and ears on the subject, which gets worse every month. I would suggest that the
RSGB gets in touch with "TOPS CW Club", "RNARS", "RSARS" and "FOC" as a starter....."
Doug goes on, to say that he hopes the four Clubs listed will sit up and do something about the
Band-Plan. On a lighter note he goes on to say that he will be QSYing to VE7 in June 1973 and "the
'phone QRM in the CW section will not bother me". He intends cycling across Canada from Halifax,
Nova Scotia to Vancouver.
(We wish Doug good luck with his mammoth cycling project and hope that he managed to get that
small Transceiver to fit on the bike. As regards the Band-Plan this is, of course, a 'Gentleman's
Agreement' at the moment and the vast majority of U.K. Amateurs stick to it. As far as is known, no
communication has been received from the RSGB on this subject as suggested, but the RSARS would
always be willing to help our National Society to settle this problem once and for all. In fact, if
members will write to the Editor in sufficient numbers to make any finding representative, comments
and suggestions will be collated and forwarded to the RSGB. Would you like to see the present BandPlan written into the licence????? Do you think that 'phone stations should stay out of the accepted
CW portion - and vice versa? Do you operate 'phone in the CW portion of the Band? - Editor.).
NON-MEMBER SUPPORT.
Do you have any information on the AERIAL UNIT 'F'?. G3MCJ (a non-member) recently called
G4RS with this request. Mick has one of these Units but requires details of the resistors and capacitors
in the meter circuit in order to get it back to its original working condition. Any info to Mick, please,
at : H.M. HAYFIELD, G3MCJ, 7 KENSINGTON PARK ROAD, BRISTOL 4.
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**********************************************************************************
FAREWELL AND WELCOME
Military postings do affect, or have affected, all of us at some time or another, and the office of
President of the R.S.A.R.S. is no exception to this rule. With this issue we say farewell to Brigadier A.
J. Jackson BSc, CEng, FIEE and welcome to Brigadier W. E. Sherratt, MBE. To Brigadier Jackson
we say "Thank You' for the interest that you maintained in the Society and the help that you gave us,
and to Brigadier Sherratt a hearty welcome and glad to have you "on parade". We trust your stay with
us will be a long and happy one.
A letter of welcome was sent to the new President on behalf of the Council and all members to
which Brigadier Sherratt replied : ".....Thank you very much indeed for your letter of welcome to me
as the new President of the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society. It is with much pleasure that I have
assumed the appointment and, having in mind the large membership, the fine reputation and the
obvious enthusiasm of those of you whom I have already met, I know that I am taking on an
extremely worthwhile task. I trust only that I can serve the Society with the ability it deserves and that
I can provide whatever help is needed..... ".
We were indeed pleased to see the new President, airing a RSARS tie, at the recent Aldershot Army
Display.
**********************************************************************************
***
THE ALDERSHOT ARMY DISPLAY.
As most members are aware, the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society provided a Stand at the
recent Aldershot Army Display. The result can only be described as "Successful" despite small
problems which cropped up, such as the lack of space in which to erect HF antennas, and the last
minute reduction in the frontage allotted which meant a rather cramped display (particularly when
G3EKL and G3DPS were on the Stand together!). We had the pleasure of meeting lots of people
including at least 16 members of the Society, plus one or two local amateurs who contacted us on the
air and then provided a very speedy QSL service. The Visitors Book contains many names (including
"A. Hitler, Radio Germany" and "Mussolini of the Vatican City"). Alan, G3IDG came up from
Basingstoke and spent quite a while on the Stand and G3YSK came all the way from Winchester to
make quite a few contacts over GB3AAD. The look on John's face in the photograph taken of
GB3AAD describes perfectly the rather poor state of the bands at the time. The weather was almost
too kind on the Monday resulting in a great deal of sunshine and no small amount of sunburn. It was
not to last, and the next two days allowed those manning the Stand to become proficient in digging
small channels to direct the result of the heavy rains onto someone else's 'pitch'. Luckily, the weather
man flicked the right switches for the Open Days and it is fairly certain that "a good time was had by
all". Mention must be made of the help given by Roly, G3VIR who not only went out of his way to
make us very welcome in NE Hants, but even found some replacement capacitors when the VHF rig
went 'on the blink'. From the AAC at Harrogate we were once more very pleased to have A/T LCpl
Hickman, G4ANH, as quiet but efficient as ever. Our thanks go to all the Helpers, Operators and
Visitors. See you all again next year?
G3DPS
**********************************************************************************
A letter from Mrs. Miranda Leger, XYL of G3SKL, sadly informs us that her husband is very ill and
permanently in hospital. His station has been dismantled. If you knew G3SKL and wish to write the
address is : Mrs. J.A.K. Leger, 9 Parkfield Way, Topsham, Exeter, Devon. A letter offering any help
that may be needed, has been sent from RSARS Headquarters.
**********************************************************************************
***
If you missed the label on the envelope please assist HQ to get the records up-to-date. We would like
to have your Rank, Initials, Name, Decorations, Professional Body initials, Full address AND YOUR
POST CODE in order to ensure that "Mercury" etc., goes to the right person at the right place - Tnx.
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BOOK REVIEW.
(Reprinted from The Journal of The Royal Signals Institution).
THE STORY OF CATTERICK CAMP.
The story of Catterick Camp. By Lieutenant-Colonel Howard N. Cole OBE TD DL FRHistS,
published by Headquarters Catterick Garrison, price £1.15 (including packing and UK postage), direct
from the publisher.
This book reviews the story of Catterick Camp from its beginning in 1915, through two world wars,
to 1972, and includes, in its first chapter, a history of the neighbourhood from Roman times until
plans were laid for a garrison in the north of England in 1908.
For the student of military history, or the reader in search of factual detail, this publication provides
a prolific amount of information, which the author plainly has taken much pains to obtain and collate.
For the more casual reader there is also a good deal of interest to be found in browsing through the
pages, many memories will be evoked of days gone by and that special love-hate relationship which
binds so many members of the Corps to Catterick Camp - or Catterick Garrison as it is now called.
Those who have not been there recently will read with interest of new barracks and modern residential
estates - a far cry from the closely-bunked small brick huts which were for many their first
introduction to soldiering. Altogether, a book well worth having, particularly those who look back on
their Catterick days with a certain nostalgia.
THE STORY OF CATTERICK CAMP has been privately published by Headquarters Catterick
Garrison. The book, size 8½ X 5½, comprises 105 pages, including 31 half-tone illustrations and a
map of the camp, and is bound in art-board covers. It can be obtained only from the Garrison
Administrative Commandant Headquarters, Catterick Garrison, Piave Lines, Catterick Garrison,
Yorkshire, DL9 3JR.
(Enquiries, orders, etc., to the above address and NOT to RSARS HQ, but please mention ROYAL
SIGNALS AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY when writing. - Editor).
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
With a fortnight to go to the AGM, we are expecting about 40 members at Blandford according to
the returns to date. We would like to see a lot more, of course. It is hoped to show a silent film of the
Cartmel (?) Training Camp in 1931. This should bring back a few memories for some or provide a bit
of historical detail for others. Perhaps also a laugh, particularly at such times as when the camera
clockwork mechanism runs down. Due to the length of the film it may be necessary to adjust the
published timings slightly but this should not affect visitors greatly.
The Agenda for the Meeting is as follows :
CHAIRMANS OPENING REMARKS
MINUTES OF THE LAST MEEING
ELECTION/CONFIRMATION OF SOIETY OFFICERS
GENERAL SECRETARYS REPORT
EDITORS REPORT
TREASURERS REPORT
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS
PROPOSITIONS (WRITTEN)
PROPOSITIONS (FROM THE FLOOR)
PRESENTATIONS :
GW2OP TROPHY
5-59 TROPHY
"MERCURY" AWARD
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Any last-minute Propositions etc., can be telephoned to the General Secretary at BLANDFORD 2581
Extension 246 during working hours, or BLANDFORD 4365 during after duty hours. The STD Code
is 025 82.
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ODDS AND ENDS.
For a time (varying from a few days to a few weeks) after "Mercury" has been entrusted to the Mails,
the postman continues to bring copies back to HQ endorsed with a variety of comments, "Gone
Away", "Not Known", "Not at this Address", "Return to Sender", etc. To help HQ ensure delivery of
"Mercury" your assistance is requested with the following members locations :
032 - B.C. TERRILL Address unknown for several years.
033 - K.E. THRELFALL Address unknown for several years. Believed to be 'Ken' and may be in
Australia.
041 - ? BAINS - Address unknown for several years. No initial(s) held at HQ.
047 - Captain P.C.V. NOLAN "Mercury" returned from "EID AQUILA", GOLF ROAD,
BROMLEY, KENT.
049 - No records.
065 - D. EVISON-JOWETT "Mercury" returned from 854 PYLLE, NEAR SHEPTON MALLETT,
SOMERSET.
125 - W. ROBERTSON, GM6RI "Mercury" returned from CHURCH STREET, NEWTYLE,
SCOTLAND. Confirmation required of possible new address 42 ST MARGARETS PARK,
WHITEHILLS, FORFAR, ANGUS, SCOTLAND.
154 - I.C. STEVENSON Address unknown for several years.
223 - M.A. ELLIS "Mercury" returned from LITTLE HILL, BROWNLOW ROAD, CROYDON,
SURREY.
254 - T.J. VENN Address unknown since December 1971.
314 - BRIGADIER R.H.E. ROBINSON "Mercury" returned from "NOEL", FRIDAY'S HILL,
FERNHURST, SUSSEX.
373 - J.N. DUNN Ex MP4TBM Last known address (May 1971) P.O. BOX 8, SHARJAH, TRUCIAL
STATES, ARABIAN GULF.
404 - F. R. BUDD Last known address 103 AMQ, RAF WEST MALLING, MAIDSTONE, KENT.
440 - K. YOUNG, G3ZCG, Ex VS6AL, G8ARZ, Confirmation required of new address : 12 THE
GRANGE, CUBBINGTON, LEAMINGTON, WARWICKSHIRE.
450 - R. DEMPSTAR "Mercury" returned from HARPERRIGG RESERVOIR, KIRKNEWTON,
MIDLOTHIAN, SCOTLAND.
455 - E.J. SMART (23945326) Last known address TE WORKSHOPS, T.W. TROOP, 2 SQDN, 18
SIGNAL REGIMENT, C/o GPO SINGAPORE.
462 - R.M. PARRY (23473323) Last known address 602 SIGNAL TROOP (SC), ROBINSWOOD
BARRACKS, GLOUCESTER.
487 - ? Carr Last known address 5 WITHYWOOD ROAD, BISHOPSWORTH, BRISTOL 3.
567 - G.W. WEARE G3VVH, Address unknown.
677 - S.W.T. NEILSON Last known address 75 AIRCRAFT WORKSHOPS REME, C/o GPO
KLUANG, JOHORE, MALAYA.
759 - M. SPRATT Last known address 12D TOWER BLOCK, TOWN CENTRE, CWMBRAN,
MONMOUTH.
760 - H. McNINCH Last known address 1 FALAISE ROAD, ARMY AVIATION CENTRE,
MIDDLE WALLOP, HANTS.
810 - J. BROWN Last known address 229 SIGNAL SQUADRON (BERLIN), BFPO 45.
815 - S. RAWSON Last known address 229 SIGNAL SQUADRON (BERLIN), BFPO 45.
837 - S. GILSON (RAIBC 544) Mercury returned from No.1 WATERLOO VILLAS, BELL HALL,
HALIFAX, YORKSHIRE.
875 - D.H. HAGGER Last known address 3, RIVERSIDE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, CM2 6LL.
905 - T/Sgt J.D. RODOWSKI Last known address 1 BERLIN 33, 5B TAYLORSTRASSE 15,WEST
GERMANY.
915 - D. MURRY (CCF c/s 58A) Last known address 66 FRIERN PARK, NORTH FINCHLEY,
LONDON, N12.
941 - R.A. HOGG, G3ZCY, "Mercury" returned from Blandford. Believed still in UK.
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Hirst Drive,
Rotherham,
Yorkshire.
The Editor "Mercury".
Dear OM,
Do forgive me for writing on graph paper, but I'm gradually becoming a bit of a Square, anyway!.
To inform you that I have decided at long last to go QRT, as I can't see much enjoyment for me in the
future in the Band (!).
The last straw came a while ago when I was working a Mobile in K-land on 10 Metres, when loud
knockings etc., had me opening the bedroom window to find an enraged next-door pal, who had just
had a new TV delivered. "'Osees are jumping allore and it's a Flat race" quoth he. "Well, wot's 'appen
tet filter 'a ged thee?" 'a screamed. "It wan't gah in nah, Av gorra portable"
So it seems it's hard lines. I've put in for an exchange house, but it will be flat, which is worse still,
and since, I don't do a lot of motoring it would be a waste to get an FT101 which, I gather, is just the
job. So, it's Cheerio to all pals, meddlers, QRM Wallahs, pirates and elusive DX - the lot - even
jumping, losses'.
73 and the best of luck,

Ron Elliott, G3SDM.
(We are sorry to see Ron go this way, but anyone who has suffered TVI after having fitted filters, etc.,
knows how frustrating it all is. Knowing how deep 'the bug' can bite, perhaps we can welcome Ron
back in the not too distant future - we certainly hope so. In the meantime, all the best from RSARS,
Ron.)
6 Fellwilson St.,
Warsop,
Mansfield, Notts.,
NG20 0PT
The Editor "Mercury".
Dear Jack,
…..Ted, 089, certainly has a lot to say in this edition (Spring Mercury - Ed.) and a lot of it is true but
after I have had dealings this last few weeks with the CW Net, press-ganged into the hot-seat after the
resignation of G3OLE (from CW Net Control, not the RSARS! - Ed.) some of Ted's ideas could,
perhaps, be questioned. QNH seems self explanatory as does a few more of his list but until I saw it I
would have taken QNH to be a reference, to clouds and wonder how many others can be
misinterpreted. I have to admit it was me who agreed and urged Ted to submit the list of OpSigs
(ProSigs, or whatever). The trouble is that I now find that the members who turn out for the CW Net
can he easily put off by too much discipline and it is oft prudent to let some have their heads a little
even when they do not conform. I can send at high speed but I know that average Net attendance
would be in inverse ratio to morse speed and we are still trying to coax members away from
microphones and modulators. If I hear a caller sending at only 5 w.p.m. joining us for the first time
with way-out procedure and no knowledge of 'Q' and 'Z' I am delighted. Although this chap may not
be a good advert I hope he will join us again and by so doing will improve his technique and find joy
in the A1 mode of communication. CW is not the ideal medium for Net working in the style used in
the SSB Net. I did myself ask G2KK about the possibility of saving time by asking for traffic lists and
directing accordingly for lateral working - a ploy that works for large commercial simplex Nets. Ken
quite rightly said that in his opinion this would not work for individuals with differing degrees of
skill/technique and not all were capable of netting to the fine limits that this would demand. Also
having dispersed there was the difficulty of getting them back on Net Control
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frequency (QRG) but Ken did agree that this would be fine for the more experienced types who would wish to
get to one side and chat about old times.
If there is anything at all in this I think it must, at this stage, be a mid-course, stations could indicate in turn
that they will be standing by on another frequency at some time after they finish with the Net and this other
frequency could be understood by all to be 10 KHz higher (say) than the Net frequency and would be known as
the Calling Frequency where arrangements would subsequently be made for another change.
It does, perhaps, sound involved, but when we consider the total Net time of around two hours only with quite
a lot of time taken up with establishing all stations, several wanting to exchange numbers only, some wanting to
get away to either work or the pub. A station desiring more than a double exchange could send (when allowed
by Net Control) "Alf QAP 2000 G3UAA de GM3LWS K" and if Alf was OK for this kind of thing, he would
acknowledge and we would all know that these two were going to leave the Net at 2000 hrs for the Calling
Frequency and a possible further change of frequency/mode. Whether they return to the Net would not really
matter because by being so brief they have not been time wasting and number exchanges can continue. The Net
will have served the purpose in this case of (1) allowing as many members as possible to come together on one
CW channel, (2) giving as many members as possible the chance to collect numbers, and (perhaps in some
cases, most important) (3) the Net has served as a spring board and meeting place for all members. Add to this
the self-training in frequency changing. Having left the Net a member can indulge in QRQ according to the
wishes and skills of his mate.
Ted must, of course, be commended for the defence of our mode and I too have quite strong views but so does
any self-respecting key man. The trouble being that whilst trying to obtain the same result we may slightly differ
in our methods, ideas, styles, etc. and how to glean the best for a Net which is to function in a way that one
would expect of RSARS. Perhaps Ted has sparked it off and you have hundreds of answers in the mail (Not
hundreds, but certainly a few - Ed.). Let's sift out the best ideas from all and put them together to give the Net a
style of it's own. Pity that, (even with the added 'Flashes') the Mag news seems so belated with matters ref
weekly Nets. I am wondering what will be the CW Net position by the time we read the Summer 'Mercury'.
Perhaps before the deadline I will be able to give you a report and list the members who still use Morse. By the
way, I think the G4RS call was some kind of concession but did the authorities disallow the use of morse or is it
really true that there is a shortage of Keys, Telegraph at Blandford?
73 Chas. 334
(Thanks for an interesting letter, Chas, and very good luck with the CW Net. As regards G4RS - no, there is no
shortage of Keys, Telegraph at HQ just a shortage of operators. Being a mile and a-half from home two nights a
week instead of just being 'upstairs' or 'in the shack in the garden' is tolerated by most XYLs but to steal another
evening away from the washing up could be a little divorce- forming!! - Ed.)
G3VYF
QTHR
33 Arden Road,
Norton Road,
Worcester
The General Secretary, RSARS.
WR5 3BD
G3DPS
…..On page 8 of the membership list you have my call wrong as G3BCR. This could be due to the fact that I
am not listed in the current Call-book, having been QRT for 11 years, but back again as from the 6th April,
Have regular sked with Ray, G3EKL, and John, G3YSK, on 2 Metres, Monday nights. Hope to be back on 80
Sideband soon.....
73 Stan G3BGR/210.
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P.O. Box 1698,
Altadena,
California 91001.
The Editor 'Mercury',

Hi there, Jack,
…..Roger, G3YBO, mentioned to me that the AGM will be on July 14th. He cannot make it vacation in Italy. It also lets me out - I do not arrive in London until the 14th.....
…..Band conditions have been poor of late to say the least, RSARS member contacts in the UK have
been Nil with the exception of Ray, G3EKL, Howard, G8FG and Norman, 9HIBX. 80 Metres DX has
been good from here with VS6DO, HS, ZL, VK, JA and 1S1A on Spratly Island, all on SSB…..
.......There is a long week-end holiday coming up in a few weeks time for us, so me and the missus
will climb into the family jallopy and head out to "Lost Wages" (Las Vegas, Nevada, that is) to seek
our fortunes with Madame Luck at the Slot Machines, Bingo, Dice, etc. If any members visit the
States, which includes a trip out West, a side trip to Las Vegas should not be missed, it is nothing
short of fabulous, and has to be seen to be believed.....
Cheers for now, , John WA6CUS/G3XSP
(Good luck, John, hope that Las Vegas treats you better than the Football Pools treat me!. - Ed.)
Spring Hill,
Wappenham,
Towcester,
NN12 8ST
The Editor 'Mercury'

Dear Jack,
.....In this connection it is of interest that G6JF and I have had a sked on RTTY for well over four
years and have completed between 300 and 400 QSOs.
What is the RTTY activity in RSARS? I have searched 'Mercury' in vain for any reference but can
find none. I know that G8-- would heartily disapprove but RTTY is one of the fastest most modern
forms of communication, and, incidentally, probably makes better use of channels space than most
other forms, 170 Hz shift and so on.....
.....I can be QRV on RTTY most week-ends at the start or end of the day if I hear what time G4RS is
likely to be there. Suggest between 3540 and 3620 some place - 45 Bauds (if I have the choice) as I
don't then have to change speed in general use on the DX bands, and 170 Hz shift. If monitoring G6JF
and I usually sked 0830Z on 3540 Sundays.....
Best 73 Robin G8LT/290.
(Very little is known, at the moment, of activity on RTTY among RSARS members, Robin, but it is
hoped that your letter will prompt others who operate this mode to make themselves known. Anyone
who can get on 3540, 45 Bauds, 170 Hz shift at 0830Z on a Sunday morning might like to give G8LT
or/and G6JF a shout. If we have enough members interested and active on this mode we might even
arrange a get-together. What say, fellahs?? - Ed.)
Plymouth,
PL2 1HN
Dear OM,
…..I am on Saturday and Sunday mornings regularly on CW, 40 or 80 depending upon
conditions, and must say that I find the number of RSARS boys very disappointing. Have they all
gone SSB?.
73 Ken Hooper, G3UJW 422
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Dartford,
Kent.

Dear Sir,
May I ask if the article on Goonhilly was really necessary - it not only meant a great deal of clerical
work but surely it was of interest to a very limited number of members. I am delighted to note the
proposal to cater for the newcomer to Amateur Radio and trust the articles will not take up too much
space in each issue. If we had a monthly issue of the "Mercury" it would be of a great deal more
benefit to a newcomer. Not only would this help him/her but also, I feel, it would be of benefit to the
Editor and members generally. To wait three months for an issue is too long for a lot of the subject
matter must be out of date and perhaps scrapped. New members are also left out of consideration and
our lists would be kept more or less up-to-date.
The letter from Ted was most interesting and I am sure welcomed by the editorial staff as it is bound
to cause comment. Whilst I agree with him that the standard of some of our members CW-wise is
terrible and gives grounds for a great deal of criticism from amateurs in general I feel that Amateur
Radio is only half enjoyed unless one is proficient in the art of CW. I cannot accept that only a few
members are active on CW for my Check List shows that I have the good fortune to have worked 124
and have 123 cards. I think that to expect all members to know the "run of the mill" 'Q' and 'Z' Codes
is a little too much and was no doubt said with tongue in check. It is all very well to expect this of
members who have been brought up on it but some of us are not ex-professional men. If we accept
that they should learn them why not go the whole way and insist upon a knowledge of other Codes
such as the 'X', 'F' and 'I' codes to name but three others. No, let us know enough to get a lot of
enjoyment from the hobby and not spend half our time checking the various Codes. 1 would suggest
that most of us know enough 'Q' Code to get by and would have little use for a number of those
proposed. In any case, to suggest that the number using CW is but a few and then add the. suggestion
that the Codes should be used surely spoils the argument. Why do we need to use 'Q' Code when in
contact by SSB or phone generally when a request to move up or down, or whatever, will do all we
need. It is good to let the listener know what we are doing and I am sure for a new listener to hear 'Q'
Code would put him off.
In regard to decisions reached at the AGM I suggest this is wrong and any Motions put up for
discussion should be put to the members generally for their observations before any changes are made
in the rules of the Society. Perhaps 90% of us live too far away from Headquarters to make the
journey and it follows that the majority of members attending the AGM will be serving members. I
have already been shot down in flames to suggest that the majority of Society members are nonserving personnel and should have more than a little representation on the Committee. There are
several very active members who would, I am sure, be delighted to take a more active part in the
running of the Society and would be able to put the point of view of the non-serving members.
I feel the letter from Alf, G3UAA, is more than a little biased towards less active members, and his
statistics, like so many others, are really a waste of time. With the present Awards Scheme with one
point per contact, two for overseas, in addition, it follows that a keen member will not spend much
time waiting for a contact with a member he has already worked but will carefully search the Band for
the new one, unless, of course, the a rag-chew is on. Whilst the biggest bugbear is the whole question
of QSL cards some of us are bound to have problems. A list of members who are unlikely to send
them would be a help, but if one is prepared to spend a lot of time and money ( and this is entirely a
personal matter), one is likely to have many disappointments. I have carefully struck out of my file a
number of members who have failed to send a card after having sent one to them via the Bureau, and
a second direct, and also some who fail to reply even when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed.
To date, I am hopeful of getting another 22 cards to bring my total of confirmations to 431. I would
suggest we have a point for each Band, but this would only aggravate the QSL problem and prove to
be far too expensive.
73 Bill Windle, G8VG
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(Before throwing this one open to the general membership, may I add a comment or two?. Goonhilly included as 'something different', but mainly because we had no material from members available at
the time. Since then we have been fortunate in receiving several first-class articles from several
members and these will be appearing in "Mercury" in the future. Publication of "Mercury" at intervals
shorter than three monthly is not possible at present due to printing problems. We are also limited to
32 pages in "Mercury" - hence the extended 'Flash sheets which appear with each edition. The
suggestion regarding the use of 'Q, and 'Z' Codes on the RSARS Nets is not a new one, having
previously been published in "Mercury" some 4 years ago. At this time the Codes were based on the
ARRL Net Codes - the idea never got 'off the ground'. Although your point regarding the inability of
many members to travel to the AGM is taken it is interesting to note that at last years AGM nonserving members present outnumbered serving members by approximately 26:9 including Council
members. Also, under 'Any Other Business' it will be noted that the question of a non-serving
members representative was raised and agreed. The minute report did not cover this point well, but
sufficient to say that GW3ASW has fulfilled this role for the last year, and (certainly since I took
office as General Secretary) has been approached on matters of Society policy as the non-serving
members rep. I believe the appointment was for one year at a time and subject to renewal at the next
AGM. Regarding QSLs. This was mentioned in Proposition 2 at last years AGM when it was
suggested that we go over to the GCR system, based on the understanding that a vast majority of radio
amateurs are honest and that they should not be penalised for the conduct of the few dishonest. As
was also mentioned many amateurs have given up sending QSLs due, perhaps, to ever increasing
costs. Are we to ignore any such member if he appears on the Net knowing that we will not get the
necessary QSL?. Mention need not be made again of the possibility of loss of (perhaps, precious)
QSLs in the post. Your suggestion for a point per Band, was also raised (this was suggested to
increase use of the allocated Bands) but was withdrawn no Seconder could, be found for the
Proposition which was merely to hold a Referendum, However, as stated by the Awards Manager,
there is no likelihood of the Award rules being changed, so I wish you luck with those 22 cards, Bill. Ed.).

The Editor 'Mercury'
Dear Jack,
Thank you for your kind letter. I didn't realise that I was no longer a member, although, of course, I
ought to have imagined that this was a possibility, due to non-payment of subs. I'm afraid things like
that happen to me, being forever scraping around for the mortgage, rates, gas, electricity, kiddies
clothes etc., etc., etc., these days I'm afraid my amateur radio activities have taken a bit of a knock.
Under the circumstances I think we'd better let it go as it is. I couldn't be an active member at this time
and. as my number has been re-issued, regretfully I feel it best that things be allowed to stand. If, at
some time in the future and assuming the then rules to allow this, I would rejoin hoping once more to
actively participate in the Society's activities. I wouldn't want it thought that there was any
disagreement on my part, Jack, I hope that you can see that it is for purely personal reasons that
this has come about. I'd like to wish you all the best in your term as Gen. Sec. and hope to have the
odd contact still on 80 CW where I surface from time to time.
Best 73, Jack

Mike.

(Fully understand the situation, Mike and sorry to see your call-sign no longer in the list. Thanks for
all your help in the past, including the nice contacts when I was 9M2XX, one or two of the very few
RSARS QSOs. Hope to see your application for membership again in the not too distant future. - Ed.)
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Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire.
Jambo Bwana Jack,
.....I found "Mercury" interesting: I always look forward to receiving it. Actually, this time on the
initial read I thought it rather contentious and possibly with an air of acrimony here and there, in fact,
the only Ray (if you'll pardon the pun) of sunshine was the Awards and Contests column. After a reread and, in fact, a listen on the CW Net I decided that there were a number of very pertinent points
raised. I have rather neglected the CW Net since acquiring a KW 2000 B in October last after a spell
in hospital and have concentrated on the Tuesday and Thursday evening Nets, the Lunch-time Natter
Nets with Cyril and Ray and a few stalwarts, and the Saturday and Sunday morning Nets. (As a matter
of fact, I have obtained my Basic 'Phone Award, have 15 towards the CW one and am 80+ towards
the 100 'Phone Award). So I listened on the Wednesday CW Net and was a little surprised : I had
anticipated a rather more smartly dressed parade. I think the 'Phone Nets project a good image of the
Society but the CW Net ... well! ...
1 do agree with Ted that whoever is in control should, above all, marshall his troops on to one
frequency. When I listened you could ascertain the nominal frequency by approaching at various
times from either side and meet the off-frequency performers a substantial distance from centre and,
not surprisingly, could hear (more than once) at least three stations transmitting simultaneously. With
modern equipment it should not be difficult for any station to be right on frequency : lest IRT controls
are going to need early replacement I suggest everyone who can uses the transceiver mode, maximum
selectivity, tuned up on Control, maintains his position and avoids all those who appear way off
frequency - if you can' t hear them you can't work 'em!!
As for Ted having to reduce his obviously high speed in the CW Nets, I'm afraid he will have to
suffer that : we are not all able to cope with FOC speeds, hence the formation of FOC - surely we
should foster those less fortunate brethren and, with patience and their practice let them come up to a
more amenable speed gradually as part of their self-training. I myself have worked that Prince of
Operators, G2KK, some 373 times and have gained only pleasure, satisfaction and a better expertise
from so doing, and he hasn't grumbled about having to slow down his bug key by adding a few more
Piastres to it!
CW on the 'phone Net? I'm not surprised that difficulty is occasionally encountered and in a way I
am glad. In my opinion CW stations are not over-welcome in the 'phone Net. The 'Phone Net is in
progress - a CW station comes up, is let in and continues his traffic. Up comes Johnny Common
market, hears what he thinks is a space in the 'phone area and lets rip with his CQ call or whatever,
much to the detriment of the 'Phone Net who then have either, to choke him off (always a distasteful
task for Net Control) or move the entire Net away from him. No, if you want to operate CW then
preserve it for the CW Net and if there is a sufficient following, who knows, perhaps the CW Net will
become as prolific as the 'Phone ones before too long, especially as we more backward operators are
schooled along to operating up to expected performance level.
I sufficiently like CW that to boost the Net I intend in future chancing my arm (or fist!) as often as I
can.
Regarding the 5-59 Trophy. I learned on the Net last Sunday that somehow I am the fortunate
winner for 1972/73 and am summoned to Blandford on 14th July to receive it. Naturally, I'm very
pleased indeed but at the same time I am very disappointed there was not more activity in this
Contest. I think it a great pity that Cyril's generosity has had so little reciprocation by the majority of
members and that his brainchild has thus suffered. PLEASE could we have more activity in the
1973/74 Contest. For my part I would welcome the added competition....
Sincerely and 73, Dick G3NVK RSARS 138
*************************
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Wilton,
Wiltshire.
Dear Jack,
Lots to read and digest in Spring, Mercury (No. 43, I think) but please keep Flash Sheets for real
flash news only.
May I again request space - this time to take issue with 089 particularly as he states that I ignored
him one Tuesday evening. In his letter in "Mercury" he claims to "have sat for 20 minutes listening,
but unable to read G3ONU". May I therefore please be told how on earth he knew that I ignored him?.
ESP, perhaps?. Or did someone else tell him?.
Regarding his letter in the Flash Sheet, I suggest that if he reads pages 17 and 18 of the previous
"Mercury" he would realise that his first paragraph is not very accurate. The Council is well aware
that only a small minority will ever be able to attend an AGM, wherever it is held, and, for this
reason, when important matters are raised the whole membership is consulted by means of "Mercury".
Not that this really produces much reaction, e.g., 37 out of 845 replies to the G3WZQ opinion poll.
Now to really stir things up with 089 (a self confessed 99% CW man). May I, (a 100% SSB
operator) having no wish to become involved with hand-speed on-off keying using the Morse Code
(CW?) suggest that CW operators do not attempt to join the 80M Voice Net unless CW is their ONLY
mode of transmission and they really must communicate with a particular member at that particular
time.
Now, before all you CW addicts sharpen your pencils to stab me to death, please read on and consider
the following points.
Firstly : Invariably the Net frequency becomes clobbered with adjacent channel voice interference
once a CW operator joins the Net. This is because the majority of other voice users do not really
expect to find a CW signal in that part of the Band and, hearing a quiet spot, set up shop and put out a
general call (sorry! call CQ,).
Secondly : With so many Transceivers in use today, the Net quickly gets 'off net' as operators search
for that CW signal which may, or may not be, offset HF or LF - and remember that this applies to
both transmitter and receiver. (Frankly, I believe the SSB Net would remain 'on net' if all RIT/ITT
controls were firmly switched off - or removed completely).
Thirdly : When a CW station joins the Net the information rate slows down to 12 words per minute
and the time between transmissions becomes even greater than it is now.
Fourthly : There is a CW Net which caters for those who must exercise their skill, or is it lacking
support? (See letter from G3XTL - Ed.).
Fifthly : Is it not more polite to join a conversation by using the language in common use at the time?
I can just imagine the welcome an SSB station would be given if it attempted to join a CW only Net,
even assuming it were allowed to enter that reserved (protected) portion of the Band that CW
operators have for their exclusive use.
Well, 089, there, I hope, is an opposite view to that held by you and many avid CW men. A view
held by me who once, many years ago, reached 18 wpm, 100% copy, but admits to not having kept it
up.
Welcome to the 80 Metre Voice Net all those CW only members, but please QSY HF or LF to
continue your QSO once you have established contact with the station you require.
Best Wishes, 076 (The Carefree Commuter).
P.S. Has anyone got an old Post Office type brass Morse Key???.
P.P.S. As I suggested it - herewith comments on my gear. The Drake 2B and 2BQ ('Q' Multiplier) I
cannot fault and would only exchange for a Drake R4C. The KW204 takes about an hour to stabilise
its VFO and then is not particularly stable. Read the spec. figures if you can get a copy of the
Handbook. I wonder why member No. 589 cannot produce a quickly stabilising VFO having a spec.
equal to Heath plus a 1KHz readout like YM? Otherwise a solid well-built TX. The microphone is a
Shure 444, excellent but expensive, but a sound second hand bargain in my case.
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Mansfield, Notts.

Dear Jack,
As promised I send a short report of the G3SIG CW Net which has functioned quite well since
March when Ken G2KK lumbered me and made sure I would be occupied on Wednesday evenings. It
would be fair to say that the previous attempts at starting Net were bugged by abnormally bad
conditions for UK working on 3575 KHz it is no wonder the Controllers were disappointed - "Come
back, Jim, all is forgiven!"
Ted, GM3LWS, has made a useful contribution with the 'Q' and 'Z' Code List and regardless of
where they were dreamed up from, most members appearing on the CW Net seem to be either
learning the Codes or are keeping the list handy. I am afraid I still have to think about a reply for
QNV or QNO etc., but, for certain, in recent weeks the use of Ted's Specials has speeded things up
and I would say at the present rate of progress our CW Net will be worthy of the title 'RSARS'.
We still hope to hear a lot more members coming on regularly, if only to say 'Hello' and perhaps
receive a report. For those chasing Awards I can assure them that some CW types also QSL. Don't
worry if the key is rusty, and although Ted didn't put 'QRS12' on his list, if 12 wpm is your limit for
copy, PLEASE, PLEASE, ask us to send slower, 'cos the last thing we want in to discourage SSB
types. I would like to see all RSARS members dusting cobwebs off their keys on Wednesday
evenings, and when the time comes (very soon, I'm sure) when there are too many to be handled by
one Control, we can even think about a High Speed Net to satisfy the Speed-Key enthusiasts. For the
present we do try and maintain a speed suitable to all, and no-one will mind slowing down when
asked.
The Net is controlled between 2000 and 2200 hours Local Time with free working on the frequency
after everyone has had enough of the strict (???) discipline. I would ask that all RSARS members
observe restraint and not use 3575KHz from 8 to 10 p.m. on Wednesday evenings unless wishing to
enter the Net. For the few who may have tried to join the Net and not made it, please try again. We do
listen, we heard 9H1BB and 9H1BX as well as several members trying their mW QRP rigs.
If there are still members needing to be convinced that a CW Net can work, join us on 3575 for
proof!
The following have been "on parade" according to the Log at G3SIG.
07 MAR 73 : G2KK GM3LWS GW3ASW GM4ABO GM3XHF G3CRP.
15 MAR 73 : G2KK G3ZYV GM4ABO G3NT G3ZFZ/A.
21 MAR 73 : G2KK G3MAY G3EYD G4BUS G3ZYV G3XSN GMHXF G3LCJ.
28 MAR 73 : G2KK GM3LWS G3EHZ GM3HXF G3MAY,G2TT G3NT G3AJP GW3XHJ
G4AWS G4BUS G3EB0 G3LCJ GM4ABO.
04 APR 73 : GM4ABO G2KK G3MAY GM3LWS G4BKQ GM3HXF G2TT GW3XHJ GW3ASW
G3NT G3LCJ G3VIR (G3IBB) G3UAA.
11 APR 73 : GMAY G4BKQ GW3XHJ G4BUS GM3HXF G3UUA G3NT G3FPC.
18 APR 73 : G4BKQ GM3HXF G3MAY.
25 APR 73 : G2KK G3RWF G4BKQ GM3HXF G3UUA G3FMW GM4ABO G3NEO G3FPC.
02 MAY 73 : G3MAY G3UUA G4BUS DA2YD G4BKU G3ECV G4CAO G2KK G3NT G4BKQ
GW3XHJ GM3HXF G3YSK .
09 MAY 73 : G3MAY G3NVK G4BKQ G2WQ G3NT GM4ABO (F6BNK) G3ZYV GM3HXF
G3UAA.
16 MAY 73 : G2WQ DA2YR G3MAY G2KK G3NVK G4BKQ GW3XHJ G3UAA G3NT G4BKU.
23 MAY 73 : G3UAA G2KK G3PGM DA2YD GW3XHJ G3ADZ GM3HXF G4BKU G3VIR
G4BKQ G4CDH/A GM4ABO.
30 MAY 73 : G2KK G3NT G3ARM G3RCO GM3LWS GM4ABO/A GM3HXF
06 JUN 73 : G2KK G2WQ G3MAY G3VA G4BKQ GW3XHJ G3VDF G3NVK G3ARM G3LCJ
GM3HXF.
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Perhaps you can make use of the following breakdown :In the 14 weeks referred to, G3SIG has had the pleasure of working the following stations on 3575
KHz CW Net. Figures indicate the number of appearances.
GM3HXF (12), G2KK (11), G3MAY (9), G4BKQ (9), GM4ABO (8), G3NT (8), GW3XHJ (7),
G3UAA (7), G3LCJ (4) GM3LWS (3), G3ZYV (3), G4BUS (3), G4BKU (3), G2WQ (3), G3NVK
(3), GW3ASW (2), G3VIR (2), G3FPC (2), DA2YD (2), G3ARM (2), G3CRP G3ZFZ G3EYD
G3XSN G3EHZ G3AJP G4ASW G3RWF G3FMW G3NEO G3ECV G3CAO DA2YR G3PGM
G3ADZ G4CDH G3RCO G3VA G3VDF (1).
Proof enough that a Net exists. Not everyone is able to be on as much as they would wish due to
shift work etc., however, we don't expect 100% attendances -we just wonder what all the other
members are doing on Wednesday evenings!
I was disturbed by what I feel was lack of forethought when in the Spring "Flash" I read that the
RSARS is giving away prizes to another association. The RSGB may well be seen by many as a
necessary organisation that looks after our interests etc., but there will also be other members who
cannot go along with these views. Must we become members of RSGB to enjoy the full benefits of
RSARS??????. I am not now a member of RSGB, for reasons I will keep to myself at this time. Is it
not time that the RSGB Diamond Jubilee Contest was strictly for members of the RSGB?. The
"Flash" report said that RSARS Trophies would be given ..... based on results from RSGB. I must
interpret this to mean that RSARS members who belong to RSGB can qualify. I, perhaps, have it all
wrong and will be glad to hear it put differently but if I am not wrong then the Council should
certainly ensure that every member can enjoy the same privileges of RSARS membership. Perhaps the
easy way would be to ensure that before election each member must belong to certain other
associations, whether in Great Britain, Common Market or ITU.
Because I was disenchanted with the idea, and feeling that the RSGB could have taken a more
responsible attitude towards the invitation to Affiliated Societies without any qualification of the
'members only' rule, I handed out numbers in the Contest to add voice to my crib. I send you a check
Log for the CW part of the Diamond Jubilee Contest and I know that at least, one RSARS member
had a high enough score to top mine. The Log will show this and perhaps give advance notice of
RSARS participation. I must say that the Contest was enjoyed by a lot of amateurs who took
advantage of the good conditions, and liked the style of the competition. There were heard several
criticisms about the prizes. Should we condone the giving of prizes in an amateur Contest?.
73 Chas. 334
(Thank you, Chas, for the details of the CW Net. Things are certainly looking up thanks to all those
who worked so hard to 'get the wheels turning'. I listened to the CW Net last evening and it would
appear to be going well, but what a GW4 and a G4/P were doing around the frequency I don't quite
know seeing that they were on SSB. The list of participants given by Chas may well include a few
"new" ones for various members - so there's your answer, chaps, - drop in on the CW Net on a
Wednesday evening, you'll be made welcome. Regarding the RSARS participation in the RSGB
Diamond Jubilee Contest. It is quite wrong to say that "the RSARS is giving away prizes to another
association". Prizes (in this case, plaques) were made available to RSARS members only and NOT to
the RSGB. Whether a member is a member of The Radio Society of Great Britain, or any other
organisation is entirely the choice of that member. The RSARS makes no stipulation as to
membership of any other Society whether connected with Amateur Radio or not. If a RSARS member
chooses not to belong to the RSGB this is his own affair. He cannot, however, expect to participate in
RSGB events in the same way as non-RSARS members cannot participate in the RSARS Awards
Scheme, QSL Bureau, etc. By rule, the RSARS is an Affiliated Society of the RSGB and when invited
to assist with their Diamond Jubilee celebrations did so for the benefit of RSARS members only and
NOT for the general RSGB membership. Contact is being made with the RSGB regarding this
situation and if any further information is available before the despatch of "Mercury" it will be
included in these sheets. Neither the Editor nor the Council intend to become
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involved in any discussion on the relative merits or demerits of RSGB membership - this is a matter
of personal choice, and should remain so. Thanks also, Chas, for the Check Log. This shows that at
least 22 RSARS members took part in the CW Section, with membership numbers in the 300 - 399
block leading the 'field' with 9 entries. Results of the Contest are awaited with interest.
BFPO 40
Dear Jack,
"…..Haven't yet got my DA call but the application form is awaited. I have a FT200 ready for
the air and am looking forward to joining the 80M Nets once again. Should be a change after a 5B4
ticket….."
73 Peter Smith G3PNM Ex ZC4PS/5B4AD.
Ripon,
Yorkshire.
Dear OM,
Just returned from holiday and found the Spring edition of Mercury and read with considerable
interest the two items from Ted, GM3LWS.
As a 99∙9% CW man.(I only use 'phone on 2 Metres. far the local Net) I must say that I must have
been very unlucky when I've listened for the CW Net as I have not yet worked a member during those
periods.
As far the SSB Net - I've tried many times to break in on CW to try and work a few new calls but, as
Ted says, they seem to ignore those interfering dots and dashes. Surely the Controller of the Net
should make an effort to listen for signals from the key.
I know that my 50 watts won't make as much noise as the supposed 150 Watts used by the SSB
fraternity. Hope these comments will rank a small spot in the next issue of Mercury.
Meantime, 73 to the staff at G4RS (and, of course, to Ted).
Very Sincerely, Frank, G3FTV, RSARS 367

Roughlee Fence,
Nr. Burnley.
Dear Gen. Sec.
"…..Due to illness and a misunderstanding at this end, I am no longer a member. My old number
was RSARS 362 (Now re-issued - Ed.) Please could I be a member again……"
73 G3UUA.
(Certainly, the necessary application form, etc., has been sent. Welcome back! - Ed.)
*************************
Don't forget the RSARS Library. Included among the books are copies (kindly donated by K6BX at
IARS HQ) of the Directory of Certificates and Awards. Contains details of State abbreviations, 'Q'
Signals, WWV Schedules, RST System, World Time Conversion, ITU Zone Lists, IARU QSL
Bureaux, The new FCC Frequency Regs, details of CHC, FHC etc., and details of over 950 Awards
from over 60 Countries. Sorry, no more space.
*************************
Letters, on any amateur radio subjects, are always welcome at HQ. How about it?.
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SHORT NOTES FROM MEMBERS LETTERS.
From : RSARS 830, Stockton-on-Tees : ".....Would like to say a big Thank You to the amateurs who
reply to the SWLs and take an interest in them. I take my hat off to them especially a number of our
own members to whom I have sent cards via our good friend Dave, and they, in turn, have sent a card
back to me direct which means that they have gone to extra trouble and expense for postage, etc. ....."
From : G3YZO, RSARS 230, Hajja, Yemen Arab Republic. ".....The Governor has come back to
Hajja and he has promised to help get me a license. I don't think my previous application was refused
- I think the Ministry of Communications in Sanaa misunderstood the type of transmitter I had
envisaged getting.... .....Hajja is one of about half a dozen provincial capitals in the Yemen Arab
Republic and is situated on the western side of the Yemeni Highlands about 50 miles inland from the
Red Sea. Although it is only 50 miles from the capital, the motor road involves a journey of some 200
miles, the direct road to Sanaa is best done by donkey or on foot only. There is no electricity here
(except for the Post Office Radio Office which has its own generator), no telephones, no running
water (water is carried from Bilharzia-infested reservoirs), although there was electricity here before
the revolution 1962 - 1969…… .....However, I have just heard that the whole Yemeni Government
has resigned, so this may somewhat effect license prospects..... (And we think TVI is a problem - Ed).
From RSARS 706, Shaw, Lancs : "……I have now got my temporary SWL rig set up in the loft. This
is a unit of the Collins TCS-12 US Naval Radio equipment hooked to a 66' long wire..... .…..I took
the RAE in May and am anxiously awaiting results, so may be back on the air again in the not too
distant future.…" (Ted was MP4TDJ a short while ago - Ed.)
From : DA2YR, BFPO 41. : ".....The 160 Metre extension is through for DA2YD. Now we can use
A1 1∙825 - 1∙835 MHz and 1∙985 - 1∙992 MHz A3j, 1∙832 - 1∙835 10 Watts o/p. My own 160 Metre
extension came through last Friday, but it is different than the Clubs. My QRGs are 1∙815 - 1∙835
(A1) and 1∙832 - 1∙835 MHz (A3j)..….". (This is from Colin, ex-op at G4RS - Ed.).
From : Bert, ZS1KZ, RSARS 831, Claremont, SA. : "…..Have been a member of RSARS for two
years now but have only worked 12 members, and would like to contact many more. Have just come
out of hospital having had an operation. I am retired and am on 20, 15 and 10 every day. TX is an
Atlanta....., (Try the '80s - 14∙180, 14∙280, 21∙380 and 28∙580 MHz any afternoon, Bert. I'm sure the
other members will keep an ear open for you - Ed.).
From : RSARS 848, Hawarden, Deeside. ".....After my visit last August to Sweden to SM0CXC (she
is now SM5CXC) L have had two further invitations to visit Sweden again which I can assure you I
am accepting - wouldn't you? HI! ....." (Yes! - Ed.).
From : G3YBP, RSARS 607, Sampford Stores, Sampford Peverall, Devon : ".....I am now in civvy
street and in business. Time is the major factor ….. ......No doubt the urge to communicate will break
through the capitalistic hold on me at present!….."
From : GM3WKM, Balivanich, Isle of Benbecula. ".....I am open for business on the HF Bands and
hope to get the G5RV up this weekend to give me the LF side of things. I think my nearest RSARS
neighbour is 'KPQ in the Shetlands, a mere 300 miles away....."
From : G3VDF, RSARS 392, Sutton-in-Ash, Notts. ".....Will be joining the CW Net on Wednesday
nights now that I have a good SWR on 80....."
From : G4CDK, "Libertswold", 6 Castle Rising Road, South Wootton, Kings Lynn. ".....Would be
glad if you would put a request for a WS 62 MKII circuit in "Mercury"..... ..,..I have also been trying
to obtain a Receiver R209 but have had no success to date....." (Anyone help? - Ed.)
From : John Teece, Rugeley, Staffs. : ".....I am not "on the air" at the moment having allowed too
much time to pass since leaving the Corps without applying for a license. However, I am now
studying for the RAE and listening to a lot of CW to get my speed back..…."
From : GW3LAD, Cardiff : "…...Obviously, I must now devise an antenna more suited to 80 Metres
and also cure the TVI which I believe is limited to my own set - unless my neighbours are abnormally
tolerant!!!…. "
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From : G3DPQ, Shefford, Beds. : "....Am retiring from the Civil Service in August 1973 after 37
years in Radio....." (CU on 80? - Ed.).
From : G8PL, Hampstead, London. ".....Hope to retire in early '74 and may get back on the air again
then....." (CU you on 80, too? - Ed.)
From : RSARS 903. ".....Would you please be kind enough to publish the following items For Sale in
the next edition of "Mercury".
------------------FOR SALE-------------------COLLINS TCS-12 TRANSMITTER, 1.5 - 12 MHz, 3 BANDS, 40 WATTS AM VOICE, 80 WATTS
CW. COMPLETE, IN WORKING ORDER, WITH P.S.U. (400V @ 200 mA, 220V @ 100 mA, 12V
DC @ 2A, 12V AC @ 2A), WITH TWO MICROPHONES - GPO HEADSET TYPE AND HANDHELD PUSH-TO-TALK. SWR METER, 75 OHM DUMMY LOAD AND MORSE KEY.
ALSO
RECEIVER TYPE 88, 2 - 2O MHz IN 4 BANDS, COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY UNIT
BOTH ITEMS COME WITH COMPLETE CIRCUIT DATA AND ALL LEADS. BUYER
COLLECTS. FOR BOTH ITEMS - £2O ONO.
APPLY TO , ANDREW J. CLARK, 8B BUCKINGIIAM ROAD, BRIGHTON, BN1 3RA.
---------------------------------------------From : G2NJ, RSARS 492, Peterborough. ".....Tom Gates (RSARS 310) has forwarded a second gift
to the (Wireless Preservation) Museum. Could you please include a reference to the RX as well as the
Sound Box in the next "Mercury"? I am enclosing a note that you may possibly use....."
From : The Wireless Preservation Society (via G2NJ). "The note in the Spring Issue of "Mercury"
relating to the Wireless Reservation Society brought a quick response, writes Nick Carter,
G2NJ/RSARS 492. From Tom Gates, RSARS 310, came a Sound Box ("His Masters Voice") in very
good condition. This was forwarded by G2NJ to G3KPO, the Hon. Secretary and Curator of the
Society, who resides at : HOMA HOUSE, QUADRING WATERGATE, SPALDING, LINCS. Then
followed a five-valve vintage receiver, also from Tom Gates. His gifts are much appreciated.
G3KPO (Douglas Byrne) is in need of two 12SL double triode tubes, also bright emitter receiving
valves with 'spiked' tops, for equipment in the Museum. The Museum can be visited at any mutually
convenient time; please ring G3KPO at Gosberton 485 (STD 077 584 485). Members of RSARS who
have any vintage gear, old wireless books, magazines or catalogues, which they would like to donate
to the Wireless Reservation Society, should get in touch with G3KPO, who will arrange for their
collection.…."
From : BRS 28234, 39 Lordburn Place, Forfar, Angus, Scotland, DD8 2DE. "…..I would like to rejoin
the Royal Signals Amateur Radio Society. My number was 303 (Since re-issued - Ed ~). I have been
QRT for the past 3 years and have only had the new RX for a few months. I have also acquired a
telescopic mast. The numbers on it are :
AERIAL MAST TYPE No.11
A/M REF. No. 10B/1558.
R
I am having difficulty getting the top three sections straight. Do you have any information on
adjustments to get the top 3 sections straight?…" (Sorry, Neil, nothing at HQ but perhaps some of our
members will be able to help. Welcome back to the Society. - Ed.).
From : Guy Dean, RSARS 861, Ringwood, Hants : ".....I no longer wish to be a member of the
RSARS as I feel I no longer benefit by it....." (Roger and Out - Ed.)
From : G4BMZ, Richard Bray, RSARS 732, Burnham, Bucks. : ".....I am flying out to Australia to
join the passenger ship "Marco Polo", as her 2nd Radio Officer for a period of 12 months, so won't be
active on the RSARS Nets.…." (Good Flying, Good Sailing and Good Luck - what about a /MM
QSO, then? - Ed).
Coincidence! - In 1946 your Editor was in Barrack Room S14 at 1 TTB Catterick. The 1st Dutch
Expeditionary Force moved in. Got to know one Dutch SWL quite well. Never seen him again, but
met him on 80 Metres RTTY the other day as EI5BH. Small World!
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ISSUED WITH SPRING "MERCURY 1973
Having filled our quota of pages for the Spring "Mercury" we revert once more to the old system of
issuing a "Flash" Sheet (or two) to cover last minute events, letters, suggestions, etc. Just as the draft
of "Mercury" was about to see the inside of a letter box a further bundle of letters arrived from HQ.
So here goes :24 Ettrick Way,
Glenrothes,
Fife, KY6 1JL.
To The Editor "Mercury".
It is some considerable time since I lost interest in DXCC. I have WAFOC and RSARS Awards and,
having gained these, 1 do not intend chasing any more - at least, not RSARS Awards, Why? you may
well ask. The rules of the various Awards are apparently decided, or were, by the Council as a result
of decisions made at the AGM, at which, I am told, the average attendance is about 20%. I do not ever
remember having been asked my views on this until after the event, when my views would make no
difference anyway. Why is it that so few members attend the AGM anyway?. The answer, surely is
obvious - we cannot (the majority of the membership, anyway) afford either the time or the money to
chase off to the other end of the UK in order to have our say. If controversial matters are raised which
affect the membership as a whole, (and the RSARS Award Scheme seems to have quite a following),
then why wait for the next issue of "Mercury" to inform us?
One thing that does NOT impress me is the implication that the ship cannot be trusted to be honest
in their applications for Awards. In these days of ever increasing prices we are still required to submit
QSL cards to qualify for a claim. You mention loss of cards in the mail. I, too lost 50 cards in the
mail. However, they had served their purpose in proving that I had received confirmation of at least
50 QSOs with members. The EOC with both the interests of their members and the voluntary efforts
of their Awards Manager in mind, do NOT require QSL cards to prove contacts and, after the initial
Award, a 'tick-list' only is required showing callsigns and bands worked. Why cannot we have this
method in RSARS?
With regard to "Mercury", I would like to see more issues. As I stated above, we have to wait three
months (or implied this) for any information and quite often by the time it arrives it is history.
Commercia1 Equipment and members experiences - a very good idea. Technical write-ups are all
very well, but how do those equipments perform after a few months? This is what 1 want to know.
Five Fifty Nine Award. Full marks to Cyril for his efforts in promoting activity, but as a 90% CW
man I am disappointed that the CW section is confined to one week-end, Despite my comments made
earlier re Awards I, nevertheless, put in an appearance in 'Club' contests as opposed to National or
International, and on the week-end in question I shall be working 1400 - 2200, kipping 2300 - 0630
and working again 0800 - 1400 on the Sunday. Being a week-end, the chances of getting this off are
remote. (See later re CW).
CW Net. I have written a separate 'spiel' on the 'Net' so I won't go into the current one now. It did
reach me, via the ether, and off the Net, that the suggestion had been made to shift the Net to 160
Metres, to which one reply was that most members run Yaesu equipment with no facilities for 160
Metres, and this, therefore, was out of the question. I would like to suggest that a 40 Metre Net be
initiated for either Saturday or Sunday mornings in addition to the 80 Metre Net. I am free (for any
specific period) two consecutive weeks out of four, but, from time to time, work away from home for
weeks at a time. However, in co-operation with someone (or two) I would be quite prepared to take
charge of a Net on 40 Metres.
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PAGE TWO
CW How many times have I heard on the SSB Net "Sorry, Ted, you are just that wee bit too
fast for me" and this when I was sending at 10 w.p.m. or less, It is a bad thing to let ones basic skill
fall behind so far. It has been said that GOOD operators are born, not made. This may be true, but for
the average man a few 20 minute sessions per week could work wonders - if one persists. I, from time
to time, take up tapes and cassettes for a local College class and also for transmissions on 2 Metres by
another local station. I always Include a sample of 'Q' and 'Z' signals (a thing I did not have in my
initial four weeks going from 5 w.p.m. up to 20 w.p.m. in the dim and distant past), familiarity, in this
case, would be a boon to many. "What's that you say -: what does QWC mean?". How about a few
more joint FOC/RSARS members appearing on the Net to give the others a hand? Finally, a comment
on the Short Story on the Mitcham Mail Order Firm. This is one of the firms I thoroughly recommend
for service at home or away. I recently sent off for their latest catalogue and, at the same time, to an
equally well-known and more prolific advertiser with several branches in the Edgware Road. The
former was received within four days, the latter has still to arrive after four weeks! - 'nuff sed.
WANTED Turns counting mechanism as used in the Wilcox-Gay VFO and associated RCA ET 4336
TX or similar dial for use with a hefty type roller coil - 2A 14754.
Commercial Gear Yaesu FRDX400/Sommerkamp FRDX500. The main (only?) difference in these
two receivers is that the former has a 600 Hz mechanical filter (?) and the latter a 500 Hz crystal filter.
CW is supposed to have the same band-pass as LSB/USB. I find it rather narrower. Snag number 1
CW1 is in the LSB Mode, whilst CW2 in addition to the CW filter shifts the carrier across the passband. Has anyone any suggestions re modifications to keep the carrier in the same place and so avoid
the necessary retuning 3 KHz HF?.
73 Ted, GM3LWS/RSARS 089
******************************
––– ∙ ––– · ––– –––·––– –––·–––· · ––– –––
GM3LWS

OR 'CQ CW'.

It is a sad, but nevertheless true fact, that as a Corps of 'Communicators' the CW Net is a shambles on
most occasions and not a very good advertisement for the RSARS. Conditions have not been
favourable on several occasions, but if Net members would observe a few basic rules, things would be
a lot easier, both for Control and everyone else on the Net.
By far the most important fault is the inability for some members to net on to the frequency, There is
one station who has never been known to be nearer than 3 KHz to the Net frequency and, despite
requests to zero beat, singularly fails to achieve this.
The Net Control station should issue instructions and insist on all those in the Net obeying them. If
they do not, particularly those who remain off frequency, they should be ignored. He should use the
Net 'Q' Codes in addition to the normal 'Q' and 'Z' signals to achieve his purpose and in initial callingup of the Net a '3X3' CQ with a minimum of chat should be the rule. After the initial call-up, with
replies from stations on frequency, he should acknowledge the stations he has heard, i.e. CP CP DE
GM3LWS GE OMS G2KK QRY1 589 ii G3OLE QRY2 589 ii G9BF QRY3 559 QNH3 KHZ QNZ 1
RPT QNH3 ii ii AS AS
Having acknowledged those he has heard he should then make another CQ call and, eventually, when
he has all stations reported in, he should then go through the Net in QRY order (EVERY TIME),
exchange reports and receive reports from all stations on all stations. Stations should not transmit until
invited to do so, unless they hear a station that Control has not heard, or if they wish to leave the Net.
If a station wishes to have a longer QSO with another, other than exchanging reports/numbers etc., he
should request a QSO off frequency :
G3OLE DE GM3LWS QNV G2KK ON 3590 K
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SPRING 1973 "FLASH" SHEET
PAGE THREE
Quite a number of operators do not know the "run of the mill" 'Q' Codes. They should make a point of learning both these
and the accompanying list, or, at least, keep a copy to hand. These signals were designed to save time so why use all the
chat when it is unnecessary?.
Above all, make a point of netting on to the Control station frequency. If everyone is within 500 Hz, the Selectivity control
can be switched in, most of the QRM cut out, and searching is avoided.

'Q' and'Z' Codes suggested by GM3LWS.
QAP
QAV
QRY
QWC
QCM
QNC
QND
QNE
QNF
QNG
QNH
QNI
QNL
QNM
QNN
QNO
QNP
QNQ
QNS
QNT
QNU
QNV
QNX
QNZ
ZAN
ZAP
ZCK
ZCL
ZCP
ZDF
ZDM
ZFB
ZFO
ZGS
ZGW
ZHC
ZOK
ZNN
ZRN
ZSU
ZWO
ZWT

Keep a listening watch on this frequency (or on …..KHz)
I am calling …..
Your turn is number (or after…..)
I wish to visit the W.C.
There appears to be a fault in your transmission.
All stations copy.
Net is directed by …..
Entire Net stand by.
Net is free.
Take over as Control.
Your Net frequency is too high.
Net stations report in.
Your Net frequency is too low.
You are causing interference please stop sending.
Net Control is …..
…… is leaving the Net.
…... is unable to copy.
Change frequency to ….. and contact …..
The following stations are in the Net.
….. is leaving the Net temporarily.
I have Net traffic for you.
I request QSO with ….. (I will QSY …..KHz and return).
You are excused from the Net.
Zero beat with my signal.
I can receive absolutely nothing.
Acknowledge please.
Check your keying.
Transmit call letters intelligibly.
Conditions poor.
Your frequency is drifting.
Your dots are missing.
Signals fading badly.
Signals faded out.
Signals getting stronger.
Signals getting weaker.
How are conditions.
I am receiving OK.
I have nothing now.
You have a rough note.
Signals unreadable.
Words once.
Words twice.

( It should be noted that the following codes shown above have a different meaning in the International Military Codes
:QNE, QNH, QNI, QNO, QNT, ZAN, ZAP, ZDF, ZDM, ZFB, ZFO, ZOK, ZRN and ZWO. - Editor)
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LATE MAIL

Gary D. Thomas
9VIRJ/RSARS 407
19A Jalan Kechubong
SINGAPORE 28
"....Would you also please put my new address in a coming "Mercury" for QSL purposes....." ".....The
set-up here is as follows : Transceiver Yaesu FT 101 feeding into a 14AVQ trapped vertical at
present. I will probably have a beam up in the New Year. Best wishes to all members for 1973.
73
Gary.
John Cutter
G3VAN/RSARS 543
124 Briercliffe
SCARBOROUGH
"..Constant travelling and the bereavement of my XYL plus. housekeeping, etc., has put rather a strain
on my free time, but now I hope I can keep myself out of the dog-house, and once more join in the
Society activities.
I have only one piece of provisional information. All being well and subject to the licensing
requirements of the OC Burniston Barracks, Scarborough Signal Centre, the Mobile Rally of the
Scarborough Amateur Radio Society will be held on SUNDAY 15TH JULY 1973.
All the usual traders should be there and we are also trying hard to lay on a bit of sunshine. Even so,
Scarborough can provide plenty of scope for all types. There is now an indoor swimming pool close
to the Barracks, and there is the Outdoor Pool at the North Side , " 73
John.
(Very sorry to hear of your sad loss, John, and hope it will not be too long before we hear your tones
again on the Net. We will try and squeeze any later information into the Summer edition. - Ed)..
THE WINNERS!
CRISSCROSSWORD.
RAYMOND T, TUERO, K2QPS/RSARS 714, 174 AUDWIN DRIVE, ISLIP TERRACE, NEW
YORK, NEW YOSK, 11752, USA.
NORMAN POLAN, 9H1BX/RSARS 413, 65 SPINOU COURT, UPPER GARDENS, ST. JULIANS,
MALTA GC.
A 50p voucher is on its way to way to Ray. Norman donated his winnings ("if any") to the Society
and this will be used to buy a new Visitors Book Pen. (Someone left their signature and took the
pen!). Thanks, Norman.
CODE.
DO YOU HAVE ENVELOPES AT THE RSARS BUREAU. THE ADDRESS IS 78,
BROCKLEHURST STREET, NEW CROSS, LONDON SE 14, SEND SOME NOW OK?.
Anyone who still hasn't solved it can have the 'key' from the Gen. Sec.!!! Winners were : G3YZO,
G3VA and RSARS 880 (Winners were drawn by RSARS 651 to whom all letters of complaint should
be sent!) Runners-up were : G3VIS/RSARS 224 (who said "L6RQ3 0WZLV POLDH" - "Yes thank
you vy 73"), G3UAA/RSARS 454 (who sent his reply two hours after receiving "Mercury"),
G3XTL/RSARS 334 (who sent his reply in the same code) and RSARS 153. RSARS consolation
prizes are on their way to ALL who sent in an entry win or lose, Thanks to everyone for their support.
Results of later CODE problems will be published in "Mercury"/"Flash" Sheets. Unfortunately, no
further CrissCrossWord puzzles have been received from the compiler.
"MERCURY" MATERIAL. Several FB articles have been received from members - many thanks.
We still have room for a lot more.
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R.S.G.B. DIAM0ND JUBILEE HF CONTESTS. A letter from the R.S.G.B. received since "Mercury"
arrived from the printers requests that all Affiliated Societies encourage their members to take part in
these Contests. Your Council is happy to do this, and following the R.S.G.B. suggestion will award
trophies to RSARS members as follows : The highest 'phone score by a RSARS member station
The highest CW score by a RSARS station
The leading RSARS SWL in the 'phone section
The leading RSARS SWL in the CW section
Remember, the prizes offered by the R.S.G.B. to Contest winners are two economy class airline
tickets, donated by BOAC, plus all-day airport visits, with lunch, for eight entrants, drawn by ballot,
including Listeners. Dates? - 'Phone, week-end 12/13th May and CW 19/20th May. Put your RSARS
number on your Logs and let's see lots of RSARS entries. The decision of the Council will be final
regarding the RSARS trophies and results will be based upon results as provided by the R.S.G.B.
Good Luck - if you don't get a free flight or an airport visit you may well end up with a nice RSARS
trophy.
"MECURY" - STATE OF . We regret that "Mercury" printing is not up to its usual standard this
issue, but we had a choice - print on an old machine and get it out as soon as possible, or print on a
new machine and have to wait. Your Editor thought that you had waited in the past so we should
endeavour to get this one out somewhere near time.
AGM. Don't forget - 14th July here at Blandford. Details elsewhere. Don't forget also to bring along
any junk you may be trying to get rid of. Just tie a label on it showing your name/call/RSARS No. and
the price you arc asking and we'll see if we can get rid of it for you at the Junk Sale after the Meeting.
This is a free service to members - no commission required!. (Don't bother with that 6000-0-6000
Volts Xformer that's been in the garage for years!). We also hope to have the Crystal Checker
operational, so slip that unidentified Xtal in your pocket and we'll see if we can get it to 'perk' and
give you an idea of the frequency.
CONGRATULATIONS. are in order to G4BEG (RSARS 775), 16th place in the 70MHz Cumulative
Contest 72/73, G3LNS (RSARS 483) 1st place in the CW section of the RSGB 7MHz Contest,
G3VIR (RSARS 224) 12th place in the 'phone section of the same Contest, 9M2DQ (RSARS 300)
11th Overseas Transmitting place the 1972 21-28MHz Telephony Contest, and G4ANH/A (RSARS
891) 5th place in the UK Transmitting Section of the same Contest. Well done, one and all!,
MOBILE RALLY NEWS. The Amateur Radio Mobile Society Rally will be held this year on Sunday
17th June at RAF Cosford near Wolverhampton. Access by the A41. Attractions include the Aircraft
Museum, Gliding, Tombola, etc.
South Leics Mobile Rally is on the 13th May 73. Talk-in on 160 Metres by G3ZOP/A, 2 Metres
am/fm by G8CGW/A and 2 Metres SSB by G3WPB/A. (See March issue RADCOM page 203).
Southdown Mobile Rally. 22 July 1973. If you have never met the "Long Man" of Wilmington, here's
your chance. The Rally takes place at Polegate on the A27 between Lewes and Eastbourne, opposite
the Long Man (No, it isn't A pub!). A novel aspect of this Rally is that the Talk-in will be from Firl
Hill with a RTTY link between the Talk-in station and the Rally site. Other attractions include the
Polegate Steam Engine Rally (held on the same day) and a Fairground. G4BCO (QTHR) has the
details,
NOT A MOBILE RALLY EXACTLY - but a chance to see how your Income Tax is spent. The
Aldershot Army Display takes place at Rushmoor Arena Aldershot on the week-end 21/22/23 June
1973. We'll be there. G4RS/A and GB3AAD. Looking forward to seeing you - bring the family,
friends and the neighbours. Lots of attractions for young and old - Granddad can see how we have
progressed since Mules, Heliographs, Spurs and Long Puttees.
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Another purchase to be made by HQ is a second-hand duplicator, in order to produce 'last minute'
copy for the "Mercury" Flash sheets, together with other lists and hand-outs, etc. At present we rely
upon the good offices of various people at the School, but it is always difficult to try and 'borrow' a
duplicator during the working day to produce, say, a thousand copies. Evenings are out of the
question, of course, but with the duplicator at HQ work can be produced evenings or at week-ends and
immediately before the posting of "Mercury" if need be, Gordon has been doing all the 'spade-work'
and it is hoped that this very sheet will be produced on the RSARS Duplicator.
****************************************
HQ has just been informed that G2ANG, RSARS 475 has become a Silent Key. No further details are
to hand at the moment, but we pass along to all relatives and friends our deepest sympathy. Please
delete G2ANG/475 from any membership list you may hold. The number will not be re-issued.
Members will probably have read in SWM of the passing of G2DC. Jack was an ex Lieut-Col of the
Corps and a very active man on the bands as almost any copy of SWM will show. He declined
membership of the RSARS preferring to be 'a loner'. Nevertheless, we are sorry to hear of the passing
of this well-known and very active amateur.
The DXNS reports that, despite announcements made last December, W2CTN, although having been
very ill for a long time, is still with us, and not a Silent Key as reported.
**************************************
QSLs for all VE stations may now be sent via the Canadian Amateur Radio Federation (CARF)
National QSL Bureau, P.O. Box 66, Islington, Ontario, Canada, M9A 4XI , The Bureau is staffed by
44 amateurs in wheel-chairs, supervised by Len, VE3DOR. (DXNS).
**************************************
Looking for new prefixes?. Geoff Watts reports that the following are available : CQ6LF (CR6LF
using contest prefix), EI1AA on Top Band, HA100KJW on 20 (100th anniversary of the cities of
Buda and Pest), IA5TEZ on 20, IC8DAG on 20, JX8FG on 20, KA6VI on 20, KZ0WPX on 15,
SK7BY on 40, TE2CF on 20, ZX7AAD on 15 and 4A4AA/l on 15.
**************************************
How are you doing with OSCAR 6?. It is reported that HG5AIR has worked 552 stations in 31
Countries and 4 Continents, including K2GUG, RA9CBW, RA0CB (at 7,700 kM), UA9HG, TF3EA,
VE2BYG and ZE7JX.
***************************************
If you are looking for those USSR prefixes you have missed, try looking in on the USSR DX Net on
14250 SSB on Saturdays at 1000 hrs. Net Control is usually Vlad UI8LL who starts taking a list about
0930 hrs. Likely contacts include UD6 UF6 UG6 UH8 U18 UJ8 UL7 and UM8. (DXNS)
****************************************
A request has been made to the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications to reserve the call-sign
G4CCF for Society use, and this has been granted, although the issue will not take place for some
months yet. Full details will be given later but it is intended that this should be a 'back-up' call-sign for
the Society, primarily for use on an ACF/CCF Net open to all members but particularly for our
growing number of ACF/CCF members. It is hoped that Ian Jolly, G4BTW/RSARS 605, our
ACF/CCF Rep., may be able to organise this one. Planning stage only at the moment,
*****************************************
HEARD ON THE NET (NOT RSARS) "If conditions were better you would be strength Nine and if
it wasn't for the QRM you would be readability Five, but as it is I can't copy".
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VE3GNM, George N. Muscat writes to convert to Life Membership and to report a change of address.
He now lives at :
1325 Freeport Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L5C 1S5, Canada.
G.G, Drewe, RSARS 286, who was G8HCM, has now received his G4 ticket and will be found
around the bands as G4CAO, Geoff has already worked into Europe with QRP on 80 and hopes to try
about 2 Watts on 40 when a crystal arrives. Will join the Nets as soon as he gets SSB.
Tom Gates of Bournemouth is looking around for details of a PSU to run a TV set from a 12 Volts
battery. Tom has also obtained a WS19 which has been converted to run off the mains. He would like
any 'gen' on the 19 Set. If you can help, drop a line to Tom at :
T. F. Gates, Flat 2, "Brinklea", 10 Wimborne Road, Bournemouth, BH2 6NG.
WA8PCT, Fred Barnes, of 3300 Tampa Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, 44109, drops a line to say that he
will be taking his vacation in Europe starting 14 April. He will be visiting Greece, Yugoslavia, Turkey
and Bulgaria. Perhaps G-land next year, Fred?
HQ has recently received a copy of the Ex-G Bulletin together with a membership application form.
As members will probably know, this Club caters for Radio Amateurs born in the UK but domiciled
abroad. If you would like a copy of the membership application form, drop a line to HQ.
HQ are organising window/windscreen stickers showing the RSARS diamond. Prices not known at
the moment, but details will be given over the Net or in forthcoming editions of "Mercury". We are
also looking into the possibility of Dymo Tape Badges. It is hoped that these will be of the two-row
variety, allowing name and call, or call and town etc. etc.
Thanks to the good offices of G3PGM/RSARS 027 the RSARS Library now has copies of the Royal
Signals Journal 1933 - 1939, and Jan 1947 to Jan 1949, The Journal of the Royal Signals Institution
1954 to 1963 plus about 30 loose copies, 44 copies of "The Wire", 15 Royal Signals Newsletters and
an almost complete set of "Mercurys" They were the property of G2WH/RSARS 146 Lieut. Col Bill
Horniman who recently became a Silent Key.
Please amend any membership list you might have. Delete G2WH/146. This number will not be reissued.
WANTED : Handbook for the R209 MkII Receiver, by Derek J. Bradford G3LCK/RSARS 899,
"Highfields", Long Hill, Chilham, Kent. Derek would also like details as to the present whereabouts
of one Sergeant E. Burroughs who was at 10 W.T.S. during 1954. 899 still has his J36 Key and would
be very happy to return it.
The QTH was a Hostelry in Pitton just outside Salisbury. The date - 21 March 1973. The attendance
list read : G3DPS, G3ECV, G3EKL, G3KPQ, G3ONU, G3VIR, G3VXE, G3WMZ, G3YOB,
G3YSK, G3ZKA and G3VQF plus XYL. What was it? It was a small planned get-together, which,
like Topsy, "growed". The evening was a complete success and the idea is thoroughly recommended
to all members. If you can organise a similar get-together in your area - do so. Let the Gen. Sec, know
and we will try and publicise in advance. All you need to do is pick a time and a place - the rest 'just
happens.
A letter from G3YZO headed "Imams Palace, Hajja, Yemen Arab Republic" tells of growing hopes
for a ticket. Gear is a problem, and if any member has any pieces of equipment they are prepared to
loan Bob they are asked to contact G3YMH of the Cambridge University Wireless Society who is his
UK Co-ordinator. Let both the Gen. See. and G3YMH know if you can help to get a RSARS 4W1
station on the air.
All for now, 73
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